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I wish the headline above were an exaggeration. It’s not. From TPM:
(http://talkingpointsmemo.com/livewire/conway-judge-ruling-trump-travel-ban-order)

Senior Trump advisor Kellyanne Conway said in an interview Sunday
morning that a federal judge's ruling (http://talkingpointsmemo.com
/news/temprarily-bars-us-deporting-travelers) "really doesn't affect"
the President's executive order banning refugees and immigrants from
certain countries from entering the United States.
"The judge in Brooklyn, the Obama appointee judge in Brooklyn's
stay of order really doesn't affect the executive order at all, because
the executive order is meant to be prospective," Conway said on "Fox
News Sunday."

Publicly pointing out the appointment history of a Federal Judge when that Judge rules
against a given Executive Branch policy is usually the province of pundits and news
outlets. It’s never been the province of the Executive Branch, because the institutional
damage caused by undermining the public’s faith in our Judiciary has always been
considered too much of a risk.
What Conway does in this statement is begin the process of delegitimizing the Federal
Judiciary in the public mind by setting up all future conflicts the Courts may have with
Trump’s policies as rooted in political ideology. This is a deliberate choice of language
by Conway, and we should expect more of it as Court challenges to Trump’s policies
begin to mount. A Fascist state cannot and will not accept its actions being fettered by
the Courts. There has to be an ulterior reason a Court rules against the Fascist, and
that reason must be rooted in an opposing, biased political ideology. 
The Courts, particularly the Federal Courts, are going to be our last line of defense
against this regime, and in fact they are the last line of defense for the American
Republic.

Trump’s people just demonstrated they are well aware of this.
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I think it is important for the ACLU and others to have their communications people circulate all the
judgments so far.  I would guess there is now one in EDNY; EDVA; Mass? The more judges that are
intervening the more it’s harder for them to target any one with propaganda 
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I totally agree. We have to challenge every lie and unconstitutional move DT makes in
federal court.
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Zoldfartz, I don't have a twitter account so I can't send Rosie a copy of my
donation to the ACLU but many of you do she is matching a contribution of
$100,000.

With the Justice Department in the small orange hands and the bigot Sessions we
are really going to need the ACLU.

Contribute now to help save the USA.

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/sia-matches-
aclu-donations_us_588df5e3e4b017637794edb7 (http://www.huffingtonpost.com
/entry/sia-matches-aclu-donations_us_588df5e3e4b017637794edb7)?
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Here is their donation page

https://action.aclu.org/secure/sem-help-us-fight-everyones-rights-
3?s_src=UNV170001SEM&ms=gad_SEM_Google_Search-
Trump_SLK3_match_aclu%20donate_e_173475662521
(https://action.aclu.org/secure/sem-help-us-fight-everyones-rights-
3?s_src=UNV170001SEM&ms=gad_SEM_Google_Search-
Trump_SLK3_match_aclu%20donate_e_173475662521)
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I submit that the point is not to target individual judges, but to paint the federal courts as
political actors, separated from the Constitution and rule of law.  Without law there is
chaos.  Bannon's favorite tool. From chaos, Bannon wants a new order to emerge.  Very
right revolutionary and extremely dangerous to our democracy.
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Right. Competing political actors.
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I don’t think most of the country is right revolutionaries. Indeed they lost. So we
need to make our case right back. 
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Interesting Article by a Venezuelan who lived under Chavez:  "In
Venezuela, we couldn't stop Chavez. Don't Make the Same Mistakes We
Made. (https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2017
/01/27/in-venezuela-we-couldnt-stop-chavez-dont-make-the-same-
mistakes-we-did/?hpid=hp_no-name_opinion-
card-a%3Ahomepage%2Fstory&utm_term=.47eadb1ee187)
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^^^^^READ THIS!^^^^^

... 
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The Venezuelan made a bad comparison.  Trump is very much
like Chavez in demagoguery, but USA is significantly different
from Venezuela. His solution, kowtow to the Deplorables’
grievances, is a non-starter. I go into further detail in the
comment section.
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I agree… we are NOT ‘sit back and let it happen’
people! If we do not protect our Democracy in this
stage of the battle it’s lost!
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I certainly don’t agree with every part of what he said,
because we can’t just sit and wait things out, while our
Democracy turns into a dictatorship.  But it was also a
reminder, to me, to re-focus my anger—and
action--on the mis-Administration. 
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Kowtowing to their grievances isn’t his solution. His
solution is to stop calling them stupid and crazy which
only puts the still sane ones on the defensive. Talk to
them about what we have in common: the desire to
live in a safe, stable country and be able to earn a
living and have healthcare and education for our
children. Their guy is failing miserably at all these
things and deep down many know it. If we made it
safer to admit that they regret what they’ve done,
more would do it and we’d have more allies.

... 
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Agreed.  If the Trump team is flailing they
must feel that they cannot fulfill  promises
made and they are trying to find someone to
blame.
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Agreed. Read it. Particularly revealing about the need for
demagogues to create enemies. And the enemy, folks, is us.
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We need communication feedback loops so we know we are being
heard. With the mainstream media being undermined, who is listening
to what?
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Also, government workers aren’t required to carry out illegal orders. This order is
illegal. 

There are lawyers offering to represent any government employee who refuses
to carry out such orders.

www.dailykos.com/… (http://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/1/29/1626982
/-Lawyers-offer-free-representation-to-gov-employees-refusing-to-enforce-
Muslim-ban)

Please help spread the word.
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Unfortunately: "Trump's Border Patrol Defies Judge, US Senator at
Dulles Airport." (http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2017/01
/29/trump-s-border-patrol-defies-judge-u-s-senator-at-dulles-airport-
at-his-first-constitutional-crisis-unfolds.html)

     ...”Late Saturday night...at Washington Dulles International Airport,
dozens of lawyers and hundreds of protesters watched as the first
major Constitutional crisis of the Trump presidency played out…

     “...Late-night rulings from federal judges made a legally
unprecedented situation even more dramatic, with all three branches of
the federal government—congressional, executive, and judicial
—warring with each other…

      “...Early in the evening...Two federal judges...had made rulings that
would stall the implementation of Trump’s anti-refugee executive
order…

     “...After Brinkema’s order came down, and lawyers at Dulles prepared
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to meet their new clients, the CBP balked, barring these lawyers from
seeing their would-be clients…

     ...”As the night wore on, it became increasingly clear that CBP was
defying Brinkema’s ruling. Lawyers concluded that that meant
someone was in contempt of court...Then at around 11:45 pm, New
Jersey Senator Cory Booker showed up…

     “...Asked by The Daily Beast what CBP officers had told him about
why they wouldn’t let detainees see their lawyers. 

     “They told me nothing, and it was unacceptable,” he said. “I believe
it’s a Constitutional crisis, where the executive branch is not
abiding by the law.” 

     “...A source familiar with Booker’s exchange with CBP officials told
The Daily Beast that officials with the agency refused to see him face
to face...An executive agency defying the ruling of a federal judge, and
a U.S. senator trying—unsuccessfully—to make that agency comply...”

The Constitutional Crises multiply...
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He’s telling government employees they don't have to enforce
this ban. They need to know that, and that there are lawyers
who will represent them for free if they get into trouble.
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Isn’t any of this sufficient to begin impeachment proceedings?
 I really want to know if this is in the works.  Yes, I know Pence
might be worse, and frankly with the election being tampered
with, what we must demand is a new election.
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Ryan seems to be Trump’s Poodle at this point, so it’s
not going to be an automatic thing.  Trump will have
to keep violating the law, and get more and more
Members of Congress to come to their own personal
point of it being a violation too far. 

It’s really up to us, their constituents, in each of their
districts and states, to organize,  In as a group/
groups, and tell them—in letters (not form letters, not
all written the same); at their meet and greet events,
in their offices-- that we expect:  a., b. or c.   Be visible
to the Press, and if our representatives don’t respond
in a way that we believe is responsive to our concerns,
post that on social media, letters to the editor,
contacts to local press, etc. 

Ryan needs to start hearing from his
constituents—even if it’s a loud, persistent, but
high-profile,  minority of his Constituents.  They all
need to start hearing from us.
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At some point it will come down to work
stoppages and slowdowns.  When one
branch goes off the reservation then it falls
on the people to draw a line in the sand.
 Unions will play a critical role here.
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Hopefully.  Once govt. workers start to
understand that Himself’s out to get them,
and cut their pay, their retirement, head
their agencies with idiots and incompetents,
and be free to fire them without cause,
etc—they might get a whole lot less
cooperative. 

... 
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This is impeachable. If Exec branch is telling Customs to defy
federal court order, that’s illegal. Media slow to get on this
aspect but it’s staring to be covered a bit.

This needs to be investigated asap.

... 
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Excellent, to the point, and dead on target.
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Much of what was done in Germany in the late 30’s was illegal, but not
investigated or prosecuted.  Same here today in a number of types of
cases.  Expect it to get worse if we do not stand up now.
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We need to start referring to “President Bannon” and “Bannon’s puppet Trump”
in anything to be seen by the public.
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This should not only frighten every American; it should OUTRAGE every American.
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If they successfully undermine the judicial branch, we are done as a nation.  It can’t be put
more plainly than that.  
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It’s reaching the point where we almost have to hope for a military intervention
on behalf of America’s citizens.
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The question would be, what orders would the military carry out an
behalf of the citizens and who makes that interpretation? The ones
issued by the courts and in keeping with their military oath to only obey
lawful orders? Or the ones from CinC, which are in contravention to the
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Constitution and (IMO) he order would be a direct violation of the law
and an impeachable offense? The dangerous answer lies with the later,
because then we no longer have a democratic republic, but a coup d
etat and fascist dictatorship.
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Well, I guess we DO have to consider the fact that the Chair of
the Joint Chiefs was just summarily excluded from the NSC as
evidential of the thrust of this cabal, don’t we?

Last time the POTUS really pissed off his Joint Chiefs the drama
ended in successful impeachment. This time we might be
better off by invokation of the 25th. Because it’s faster.
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There has never been a successful impeachment; I
assume you are referring to Nixon’s resignation,
which short-circuited the impeachment proceedings
then in progress.

... 
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True, but just as effective. It wasn’t just a
third rate burglary...
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Just as effective.  Quicker, too.  But you can’t
call it a “successful impeachment”.

... 
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If Huffpost’s headlines are to be believed, it sounds as if certain
Homeland Security officials are ignoring the court order.

Not to be melodramatic, but — there it is; Now you have 2
governments. The one that follows the constitution is the one
observing the judicial injunction. MANY presidential orders are
issued with the expectation of an injunction to test the
constitutionality (Obama’s immigration order, being but one).
The Order is not the threat, It’s the president that goes around
the order that’s the threat.

And, again, if what I’ve read is really what’s happening, Trump
has managed to split a constitutional democracy that’s been
held together, even with Lincoln risking it all, since 1790.

Every one of those fukers that voted for Trump best be real
real clear on what’s happening. If they want a strong man
fascist regime that can do away with the constitution (for now,
right? because it’s always temporary, until it all blows over),
fine. There are FAR MORE of these people than I thought, but
not THAT many — remember that Putin’s KGB people didn’t
stop their manipulation when Trump was inaugurated. But, I
don’t think most Trump people really do understand what he’s
doing, they just hate Muslims.

Well, whatever, I don’t have time to address their race-hating,
war of civilization shit right now. They need to understand that
“Murica” will be lost, and see if they can swallow that. Some will
realize that this isn’t what they wanted — we need those
people. Swallow your pride (talking to myself) and simply
convince them to be a patriot and save the constitution.
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You’re inviting militias. No way!
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We’re not talking about militias, we’re talking about a military
coup.
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I'm not sure I appreciate the distinction.

One person’s military coup is another’s … whatever.
We tend not to have those here. Do we really want the
military to assume authority?

... 
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The DEMs need to leak the intelligence report. If it was as bad as they
say, and given what we know is horrifying enough, they must be sitting
on an actual grenade. They should leak it, and please let them know
that they are complicit in treason. Republicans must go down. Dems will
do anything to get Pence to become president as they can’t bring
themselves to punish the GOP.
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Not going to happen. We are a very long way from that point.

But even better, Trump is jumping into Impeachment territory.
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The worry is that he’s jumping into impeachment territory too
soon. If he’d waited six months to do so then I believe you’d
see more action on that front but there’s the sense that we
“have to give him a chance” I’m sure from GOP in Congress. 

The problem with that is that when the “give him a chance”
bloom is off the rose they’ll have established precedent. 
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And that’s exactly why all these things are happening
so fast. Trumpco wants to get it all done before
Congress — and especially the Republicans in
Congress — realize what’s actually being lost here.
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He’s doing exactly what the rest of the GOP want.
 They have no reason to oppose him.
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Back in 1974 many Senate Republicans would have voted to
impeach Nixon. Nowadays Republicans have made party
loyalty such an overwhelming priority that Trump could
commit murder in plain sight of all members of Congress and
he’s still be acquitted.
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Don’t jump the gun here.  We still have the tools of civil disobedience at
our disposal and we need to exercise those first.  We can do general
strikes, work stoppages and slowdowns. 





(/user/Dale)

[new]


Dale (/user/Dale) ssmt

Jan 29 · 09:50:19 AM (/comments/1626871/65318338#comment_65318338)

76 Recommend

That’s true, but remember, the legitimacy of the judicial branch can only be
undermined with our consent. Bannon, Conway et al. would have to successfully
establish the necessary ideological conditions for a suspicion of the judiciary to
take hold. 

What they did instead was to try to implement their extreme measures first, and
to justify them only afterwards, and imperfectly. Their actions this weekend have
only fostered more public resistance, and one soundbite from a certified Beltway
hack like Conway is not going to successfully counter it.

Conway’s breathtaking departures from the truth, I would argue, are part of why
Trump’s disapproval rating has hit the 50% mark within one week of his
inauguration. It took years for Obama and Bush to hit that mark; this has got to
be the shortest presidential honeymoon in decades, if not ever. And Conway was
a key participant in that implosion, letting slip the “alternate facts” soundbite last
Sunday. In the meantime, mainstream news outlets are describing Trump’s
immigration order as a major political setback for the administration. 

Admittedly, I’m deeply worried about the state of the judiciary. But again, if
they’re going to successfully undermine its efforts, that will need to be sold to the
American public. And presently, that’s an uphill slog. 





(/user/inclusiveheart)

[new]


inclusiveheart (/user/inclusiveheart) Dale

Jan 29 · 10:03:07 AM (/comments/1626871/65318502#comment_65318502)

50 Recommend

Congress will just defund the court system.

Interestingly, there is no set ratio of courts to population size as there
are with respect to House congressional leadership.

The Republicans in congress could just opt to have fewer courts which
would then result in less access — and which would not be fully
understood by the public as the assault on the democratic republic that
it is.  Unfortunately, the Republicans have been employing strategies of
making courts less accessible by holding up judges; and also vilifying the
courts and judges with a fair amount of success.  They do have a fairly
passionate following that want the courts to be effectively shut down.

The left needs to build a passionate following in favor of the courts.





(/user/twistenmymellon)

[new]


twistenmymellon (/user/twisten inclusiveheart

Jan 29 · 10:28:38 AM (/comments/1626871/65318851#comment_65318851)

21 Recommend

There are still some Republican senators who care about the
integrity of the legal system and Senate dems only need a few
of them to block attacks on the courts.  I wouldn’t even be all
that surprised if a wild card like Cruz emerged as a
constitutional defender.  He can no longer match Trump in
outrageousness, Trump has superseded him as a darling of the
fanatics, and he’s very unlikely to earn any political capital or
gratitude from Trump by acting like a toady for him.

... 



(/user/inclusiveheart)

[new]


inclusiveheart (/user/inclu twistenmymellon

Jan 29 · 10:32:50 AM (/comments/1626871

/65318909#comment_65318909)

16 Recommend

The decision on gay marriage has created an intense
hatred for the courts.  Cruz is among the people who
utilized that anger in his campaign.  He will not
protect the court system. Attacking it is much more
political advantageous for him — and that is actually
true for most of the GOP senate caucus.  I honestly
can’t think of anyone in the GOP caucus who would
take a firm and meaningful stand in favor of
protecting the judiciary.  I could see Collins do her
usual “that’s terrible” and then vote to defund
rationalizing the move with her typical double-speak.

... 



(/user/twistenmymellon)

[new]


twistenmymellon (/u inclusiveheart

Jan 29 · 10:43:59 AM (/comments/1626871

/65319075#comment_65319075)

14 Recommend

I can think of some: Orin Hatch, Lindsey
Graham, Richard Shelby, possibly Lamar
Alexander.

As far as Cruz goes, I don’t think I agree with
your assessment of what is more politically
advantageous for him at this point.  Trump
sucks all of the oxygen out of the room,
won’t share the stage with another gadfly, 
and has his team of loyalists. After the GOP
convention, Cruz isn’t welcome in that club
(Obviously, Trump never forgets a slight).  

... 



(/user/inclusiveheart)

[new]


inclusiveheart (/user twistenmymellon

Jan 29 · 10:54:32 AM (/comments/1626871

/65319264#comment_65319264)

10 Recommend

Every single Senator you’ve listed comes
from a state where the anti-court fervor
because of the gay marriage decision is at an
all time high — Xenophobia big time intense
in those Senator’s states.  Graham will fight
for military courts so that terrorists can be
prosecuted, but other than that, he’s not
particularly invested.  Shelby?  WTF?
 Alabama?  No way.  I just do not see any
meaningful challenge to Trump’s Muslim
ban.  In fact Graham has already come out
and said that he thinks that there should be
a “pause” in immigration.  That’s what he said
yesterday.  

... 



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user inclusiveheart

Jan 29 · 01:55:27 PM (/comments/1626871

/65321826#comment_65321826)

4 Recommend

The two I think slightly more likely are Flake
& McCain.  Slightly.

... 



(/user/inclusiveheart)

[new]


inclusiveheart (/user Mercy Ormont

Jan 29 · 01:57:45 PM (/comments/1626871

/65321862#comment_65321862)

8 Recommend

McCain and Graham are now doing the first
step of their typical dance.  They’ve come out
against the ban in a joint statement today.
 By the end of the week, they will be voting to
support it.  Why anyone trusts either of those
guys is completely beyond me.  

... 
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(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user inclusiveheart

Jan 29 · 02:00:23 PM (/comments/1626871

/65321902#comment_65321902)

1 Recommend

I said “slightly”,  And at the moment I’d bet
slightly more on Flake than on McCain.

... 



(/user/cminus)

[new]


cminus (/user/cminus) twistenmymellon

Jan 29 · 01:25:59 PM (/comments/1626871

/65321407#comment_65321407)

3 Recommend

there is also that little bit where Trump
insulted Cruz’ wife, and Cruz called Trump a
‘psychopath’. I don’t think Cruz really forgot
that.





(/user/Sharesay)

[new]


Sharesay (/user/Shar cminus

Jan 29 · 01:51:24 PM (/comments/1626871

/65321768#comment_65321768)

3 Recommend

Except he did. Cruz banked for him right
before the election.

... 



(/user/TKO333)

[new]


TKO333 (/user/TKO333) twistenmymellon

Jan 29 · 10:58:48 AM (/comments/1626871

/65319326#comment_65319326)

7 Recommend

I wouldn’t depend on any of this batch of Republicans
to choose country over party and resist the
Trumpofascists. If they prove me wrong, I might not
have to join the resistance in the streets, register as a
Muslim, or move to California when they secede from
the union.





(/user/twistenmymellon)

[new]


twistenmymellon (/u TKO333

Jan 29 · 11:22:33 AM (/comments/1626871

/65319692#comment_65319692)

13 Recommend

Jeff Flake and Ben Sasse have also come out
with statements against the ban.  From the
House, Amash and Dent have done the
same.

We’ll see how toxic this presidency becomes
over time.  Richard Nixon was duly elected
twice and once by one of US history’s
greatest landslides.  He had also earned
some respect over his political life as a man
of considerable intelligence and surprisingly
capable statesmanship.  Nevertheless,
during Watergate, there were Republicans
who broke ranks before the situation
reached a constitutional crisis and there
were others who stuck with him for too long.
 The former became regarded as heroes
while many of the latter paid a big political
price for their loyalty.  Richard Nixon’s
approval ratings didn’t fall to Trump’s current
level until the summer of his 5 year in office.

... 



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user twistenmymellon

Jan 29 · 01:56:46 PM (/comments/1626871

/65321847#comment_65321847)

8 Recommend

But the Republicans we had then were very
different from the Republicans we have now.

... 



(/user/jr6020)

[new]


jr6020 (/user/jr6020) twistenmymellon

Jan 29 · 02:15:57 PM (/comments/1626871

/65322114#comment_65322114)

3 Recommend

I remember 1 diehard GOP Iowa Rep who
said “Don’t confuse me with the facts” in
defending Nixon to the very end..this kind of
thinking is still round for many of Trump
backers who will no doubt defend Big
Brother Trump to no end...





(/user/GrannyG)

[new]


GrannyG (/user/GrannyG) twistenmymellon

Jan 29 · 01:05:50 PM (/comments/1626871

/65321116#comment_65321116)

5 Recommend

Can we hope that McCain, Graham, Paul, and Collins
could all have some sense and patriotism left in them?
Do any of you have them as your Sen.? I’ve written to
all about the Cabinet nom. so hopefully, they are still
somewhat not all trumpted up yet!





(/user/miklkit)

[new]


miklkit (/user/miklkit) inclusiveheart

Jan 29 · 10:38:21 AM (/comments/1626871/65318996#comment_65318996)

21 Recommend

They threatened to defund the courts in Brownbackistan but
eventually backed down. 

The chaos of no court system to put Americans in jail would
would be great!  Imagine protests with no arrests along with
robberies with no police response. 

Instant Great Depression.





(/user/TKO333)

[new]


TKO333 (/user/TKO333) miklkit

Jan 29 · 11:01:31 AM (/comments/1626871

/65319365#comment_65319365)

8 Recommend

In Trumpistan, the Trump police would simplify the
process by shooting those who violate Trumps law.
Either way, chaos and economic collapse are the end
result.





(/user/ILleftnut)

[new]


ILleftnut (/user/ILlef TKO333

Jan 29 · 11:19:24 AM (/comments/1626871

/65319644#comment_65319644)

8 Recommend

Yeah economic collapse for people who
actually work for pay! Trump & the GOP
would sail along, blaming the "takers" and
the liberal press.

... 



(/user/GrannyG)

[new]


GrannyG (/user/Gran ILleftnut

Jan 29 · 01:08:47 PM (/comments/1626871

/65321155#comment_65321155)

3 Recommend

Just like the last mess, remember the W.
days? Sad that even he looks better now,
where are those kind of leaders, the ones on
the right who have been in the jobs?? Come
on, speak up!!

... 



(/user/TKO333)

[new]


TKO333 (/user/TKO333) ILleftnut

Jan 29 · 04:44:52 PM (/comments/1626871

/65324336#comment_65324336)

Rich people do better in a collapse, unless
they end up on a guillotine or a rope. Those
who promote torture and seek to subvert the
rule of law may find themselves on the
pointy end when the people object to their
evil.    
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1 Recommend

(/user/PadreMellyrn)

[new]


PadreMellyrn (/user/Padre miklkit

Jan 29 · 11:16:42 AM (/comments/1626871

/65319602#comment_65319602)

6 Recommend

Oh there would be a “Court System” and it would have
a gigantic ‘Star’ in the middle of the chamber with the
judges all wearing black hoods sitting the shadows.
Don’t think for a second that the ReNaziClowns
wouldn’t pull that one. And true Republican who still
valued the American Way, would be the first ones
judged and executed behind the chemical shed.

... 



(/user/FogCityJohn)

[new]


FogCityJohn (/user/FogCity miklkit

Jan 29 · 11:30:31 AM (/comments/1626871

/65319829#comment_65319829)

13 Recommend

Sorry, but that's not how it would work. Here in
California, we've already seen what happens when
you defund the judiciary.

After the financial crisis, we saw huge cuts in the state
court system's budget. Courtrooms closed for lack of
money. Because of federal constitutional
requirements in criminal cases, however, the courts'
limited resources were devoted to those cases. Civil
cases became an afterthought. So there was no
lessening of criminal enforcement, just a denial of
service to civil litigants.

... 



(/user/miklkit)

[new]


miklkit (/user/miklkit) FogCityJohn

Jan 29 · 05:49:08 PM (/comments/1626871

/65325299#comment_65325299)

0 Recommend

Yeah, that resulted in the prisons simply
releasing prisoners periodically too.  There
was no place to keep them.  No trials and no
prisons.

The governator followed the republicon
game plan right into the ditch.





(/user/Joieau)

[new]


Joieau (/user/Joieau) miklkit

Jan 29 · 12:05:57 PM (/comments/1626871

/65320328#comment_65320328)

3 Recommend

Law enforcement is an executive function, though it
extends downward through state, county and local
executive jurisdictions. The judicial system is a
separate entity.

Police can arrest all the protestors and robbers they
want. If they run out of room — because there’s no
judicial system to arraign, try cases, and render
judgments — there will be a boom in private prison
construction! Heck, those FEMA camps we’ve heard so
much about will finally have a purpose! Yea!





(/user/Vega)

[new]


Vega (/user/Vega) Joieau

Jan 29 · 12:28:13 PM (/comments/1626871

/65320654#comment_65320654)

1 Recommend

There is a remedy the judicial system can
use.  They can and have done mass releases
of prisoners if there is overcrowding. 





(/user/Joieau)

[new]


Joieau (/user/Joieau) Vega

Jan 29 · 01:05:37 PM (/comments/1626871

/65321115#comment_65321115)

2 Recommend

If the judicial system doesn’t effectively exist,
it can’t do a damned thing. About anything.
What I’m talking about here are people
arrested for — whatever — and not
subjected to judicial process at all, just
warehoused by LE because… because. Any
and no reason they like. For as long as they
like. Wherever they like.

That’s not my America.





(/user/miklkit)

[new]


miklkit (/user/miklkit) Joieau

Jan 29 · 05:53:26 PM (/comments/1626871

/65325364#comment_65325364)

0 Recommend

There is actually a law about that.  There can
only be so many prisoners per square feet of
jail space.  They may open up those FEMA
camps, but there is also something a speedy
trial. 

Heh.  If the economy collapses jail might be
ok.  Free room and board!





(/user/neptune8)

[new]


neptune8 (/user/neptune8) inclusiveheart

Jan 29 · 10:52:35 AM (/comments/1626871/65319233#comment_65319233)

3 Recommend

Who would take the lead on that?  As a nonlawyer,  what is the
best way to go about from a community based perspective.?

Fortunately in my state judges are not elected but appointed,
which keeps the judge buying down a bit, but still…

And...how can we message this in a way to separate all the
issues with the judicial system re institutional racism, and
even in rural white areas where marginalized folks are
burdened by legal fines for small infractions, plus those
Trumpsters who feel oppressed by family court decisions, etc.
can also find a place to care about the rule of law?





(/user/inclusiveheart)

[new]


inclusiveheart (/user/inclu neptune8

Jan 29 · 11:01:00 AM (/comments/1626871

/65319359#comment_65319359)

7 Recommend

Well, there are two judicial systems.  You’re talking
about state judiciary.  The federal judiciary is what the
GOP would be able to defund via congressional
action.

Immigration courts could be closed or limited to such
a small number that it would be impossible to get a
hearing within decades, for instance.  Defunding
sufficient immigration resources is actually part of the
reason that we have so many undocumented people
in the US at this point.  I have friends whose
paperwork was lost three times.  They finally gave up
and went to his country.  She is American.  Anyhow,
the congress can make it difficult.

As for what anyone can do, trying to track what is
happening statistically is probably going to get more
difficult if the federal government stops releasing
data.

... 



(/user/berkshireblue)

[new]


berkshireblue (/user inclusiveheart

Jan 29 · 02:31:48 PM (/comments/1626871

/65322314#comment_65322314)

And the federal judiciary is the only one
relevant when talking about the Executive
branch, Pres & gov agencies. Only the federal
court has jurisdiction.

Those are also the judges Obama was
prevented from appointing in many cases as
the R’s refused to vote. Not sure how many
vacancies exist but there are certainly some.

The DC circuit is most important here
because of jurisdiction. Last I knew the court
had a 7-4 Dem majority. If that holds true it

... 
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1 Recommend

would bode well.



(/user/neptune8)

[new]


neptune8 (/user/neptune8) neptune8

Jan 29 · 05:34:52 PM (/comments/1626871

/65325049#comment_65325049)

0 Recommend

The responses to this are very helpful.  However, its
too abstract and complex for a lot of folks.  On the
issue of supporting a “passion for the courts”,   I think
the one message that could resonate with a spectrum
of audiences is the concept of the “rule of law”. 

This is not per se the courts, which is just too tricky to
explain/understand, and is a very cognitive approach. 
I myself only in the last 10 years when attending a
public health conference had to be reminded that
health is grounded in  human rights laws, and
achieving human rights is dependent on following the
rule of law.    The law and order folks will be
bamboozled if it is we who are champions for the rule
of law, because they think they own it.  [Um...not].





(/user/zoldfartz)

[new]


zoldfartz (/user/zoldfartz) inclusiveheart

Jan 29 · 10:54:47 AM (/comments/1626871/65319270#comment_65319270)

2 Recommend

I agree.





(/user/Mopshell)

[new]


Mopshell (/user/Mopshell) Dale

Jan 29 · 10:19:09 AM (/comments/1626871/65318712#comment_65318712)

21 Recommend

The Executive has already overruled the court and ordered CBP to
proceed with the Ban. 





(/user/Jose Padilla)

[new]


Jose Padilla (/user/Jose Padilla) Mopshell

Jan 29 · 12:17:21 PM (/comments/1626871/65320487#comment_65320487)

7 Recommend

The next step is getting a contempt order from the judge.

Does anybody know if that has happened?

Of course, you ordinarily have the federal marshals enforce the
order, but they answer to Trump, ultimately.

It took Nixon 4½  years to get to this stage.





(/user/GrannyG)

[new]


GrannyG (/user/GrannyG) Jose Padilla

Jan 29 · 01:11:08 PM (/comments/1626871

/65321190#comment_65321190)

5 Recommend

He  didn’t have Putin and Bannon running the show!





(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/s GrannyG

Jan 29 · 02:33:47 PM (/comments/1626871

/65322338#comment_65322338)

1 Recommend

Haldeman and Erlichmann.

... 



(/user/Michael Kal)

[new]


Michael Kal (/user/Michael Kal) Dale

Jan 29 · 10:34:15 AM (/comments/1626871/65318939#comment_65318939)

6 Recommend

A one month wedding followed by a very messy and contested divorce
(impeachment).





(/user/speak2me)

[new]


speak2me (/user/speak2me) Michael Kal

Jan 29 · 01:15:00 PM (/comments/1626871/65321242#comment_65321242)

3 Recommend

This is more like a 72-hour Brittany Spears drunken wedding. It
sounded like a good idea at the time but… Too bad we can’t
just quickie divorce this asshole and all of his friends while
we’re at it.





(/user/StrayCat)

[new]


StrayCat (/user/StrayCat) Dale

Jan 29 · 11:16:34 AM (/comments/1626871/65319596#comment_65319596)

8 Recommend

The judiciary is already distrusted by a large minority's of us residents.
 The civil rights and abortion decisions have led to this, with
cheerleading from the Pence crowd.  I hear the distrust regularly from
right wing “law and order” people.  Fed by talk radio, Faux news, and
former judges like Napolitano.  Very shaky situation we have here.





(/user/Panbanisha)

[new]


Panbanisha (/user/Panbanisha) Dale

Jan 29 · 11:44:07 AM (/comments/1626871/65320031#comment_65320031)

1 Recommend

Just checked Gallup and his approval rate is 42%.





(/user/EmmaPeel)

[new]


EmmaPeel (/user/EmmaPeel) Panbanisha

Jan 29 · 03:02:34 PM (/comments/1626871/65322712#comment_65322712)

1 Recommend

Quinnipac’s number is 36%.





(/user/EmmaPeel)

[new]


EmmaPeel (/user/EmmaPe EmmaPeel

Jan 29 · 03:20:14 PM (/comments/1626871

/65322920#comment_65322920)

2 Recommend

It’s also important to look at the breakdown of the
numbers. He has an 81% disapproval rating among
registered Democrats (WTF is wrong with you, 19%?!)
but his disapproval rating among registered
Republicans is only 6%. 6% freaking percent! 94% of
Republicans approve of this lunacy! That’s the effect
Fox News and the rest of the Nazi (I’m done calling
them right wing or conservative; they’re Nazis)
propaganda machine has had on this country.

... 



(/user/northcountry21st)

[new]


northcountry21st (/u EmmaPeel

Jan 29 · 04:37:18 PM (/comments/1626871

/65324206#comment_65324206)

0 Recommend

May I ask what poll?  I would have thought
the R disapproval percentage would be a
little higher than 6%.

... 



(/user/bckrd1)

[new]


bckrd1 (/user/bckrd1) ssmt

Jan 29 · 11:42:23 AM (/comments/1626871/65320008#comment_65320008)

1 Recommend

No, it cannot.





(/user/flavor411)

[new]


flavor411 (/user/flavor411) ssmt

Jan 29 · 12:21:42 PM (/comments/1626871/65320550#comment_65320550)
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9 Recommend

If they get away with their attack on the Constitution, America becomes a
Bannon/ Banano Republic.

The 200 plus year experiment of American Democracy ends. All because of ONE
psychopathic America hating blogger, an old school NYC conman, low-info
dumbasses, Russian interference and an assist over the goal line by Comey.

What’s up with those Trump Campaign/ Russian money connections anyway?

I think that’s how these clowns go down...if they don’t succeed in killing off the
investigations. Putin’s already disappearing people on his end. The American
people need to know. Why have people potentially tied to the hacking been
arrested or possibly killed in Russia?



(/user/jogabr)

[new]


jogabr (/user/jogabr) ssmt

Jan 29 · 12:44:09 PM (/comments/1626871/65320862#comment_65320862)

4 Recommend

Fear not.

When even the Original GOP Darth Bader (Cheney) is against this policy, it the
Trump Presidency that is soon to be done.





(/user/GrannyG)

[new]


GrannyG (/user/GrannyG) jogabr

Jan 29 · 01:13:34 PM (/comments/1626871/65321218#comment_65321218)

4 Recommend

We can hope Cheney can stop it, will stop it, and not get something
worse started. We do have WMD!





(/user/kurious)

[new]


kurious (/user/kurious) ssmt

Jan 29 · 12:54:25 PM (/comments/1626871/65320992#comment_65320992)

3 Recommend

Constitutional Crisis: "Trump's Border Patrol Defies Judge and US Senator at
Dulles Airport..."
(http://An%20executive%20agency%20defying%20the%20ruling%20of%20a%20f
ederal%20judge,%20and%20a%20U.S.%20senator%20trying%E2%80
%94unsuccessfully%E2%80%94to%20make%20that%20agency%20comply.%20)





(/user/rhrandall)

[new]


rhrandall (/user/rhrandall) ssmt

Jan 29 · 03:11:48 PM (/comments/1626871/65322833#comment_65322833)

0 Recommend

As has been said before, Fascism has only one leader, usually a ‘Hero Leader.’
hence Hitler, Mussolini, Tojo, etc.  The new times, decision makers are largely are
the wealthy, corporate leaders, opinion makers on the right. I will agree that if
trump gets his control over the Justice department which he will have with
Sessions,our legal system will become a supporter of reactionary causes.  That
will become a nightmare for sure.

I am however not ready to become a fatalist: there is growing popular support
for resistance, resistance, resistance.  That is why getting the truth out is so
important, and why the Bill of rights must be supported and if necessary fought
for.





(/user/Xonic)

[new]


Xonic (/user/Xonic) sfbob Jan 29 · 10:09:24 AM (/comments/1626871/65318582#comment_65318582)

11 Recommend

The whole world!




(/user/txdoubledd)

[new]


txdoubledd (/user/txdoubledd) Xonic

Jan 29 · 10:33:29 AM (/comments/1626871/65318924#comment_65318924)

31 Recommend

Xonic, The federal courts better pull in each and every officer that failed to follow
their order for a contempt hearing. They must show that there are immediate
and serious consequences for failure to follow a court order and that is criminal
contempt. Let those convicted be pardoned by DT but the message must be sent
clearly and immediately before officers believe there is no consequences for
their acts.





(/user/Xonic)

[new]


Xonic (/user/Xonic) txdoubledd

Jan 29 · 12:05:58 PM (/comments/1626871/65320329#comment_65320329)

3 Recommend

I agree..





(/user/Vega)

[new]


Vega (/user/Vega) txdoubledd

Jan 29 · 12:30:06 PM (/comments/1626871/65320683#comment_65320683)

5 Recommend

The officers need to fear contempt of court as much or more than the
penalties for disobeying orders.





(/user/dennisr)

[new]


dennisr (/user/dennisr) sfbob Jan 29 · 10:33:31 AM (/comments/1626871/65318926#comment_65318926)

17 Recommend

Every one of these kinds of statements and actions will release a response as evidenced
here. And on the streets, at airports, terminals, wherever responses are best expressed.
Within a week or two, the entire brand of this administration and the Republican Party will
be one of permanent, sustaining and on-going protest. Little chance of this fire going out
as long as the point of fuel remains. The counter action to change this emerging brand will
be added fuel.

To this narcissistic loser, brand is everything. Policy and orders are only a means.
Re-framing the brand eventually destroys his only reward, his self-image...he dissolves,
taking the ship down with it.





(/user/Michael Kal)

[new]


Michael Kal (/user/Michael Kal) dennisr

Jan 29 · 10:39:10 AM (/comments/1626871/65319012#comment_65319012)

10 Recommend

Don’t forget the 3rd corner of the fire triangle, air; expect windbag trump to e
blowing as hard as he can.





(/user/StrayCat)

[new]


StrayCat (/user/StrayCat) Michael Kal

Jan 29 · 11:20:21 AM (/comments/1626871/65319661#comment_65319661)

7 Recommend

Yes, he will paint the protesters as illegal interference with commerce.
 Arrests will follow, and black and brown protestors will be perp walked.
 Minorities will get heavier penalties than the white middle class.
 Another wedge separating groups and individuals.





(/user/flavor411)

[new]


flavor411 (/user/flavor411) StrayCat

Jan 29 · 12:34:43 PM (/comments/1626871/65320743#comment_65320743)

10 Recommend

Fuck him. He’s the one whose campaign is being investigated
by multiple agencies for Russian links and money.

We are the American people. We are the majority, white, black ,
Hispanic , Asian, Christian, Muslim. 300 plus million of every
kind of person you can imagine. We are NOT the other. We are
America. He is the other.

A 1930’s style fascist- Putin partner. The same way Hitler
partnered and made his pact with Stalin in the ‘30’s.

We are American. He is anti-American.

This is like WW2. If we all unite, work together, contribute and
do our part we will win, not him. He and Bannon will eventually
lose just like the 1930’s fascists did. Never give up, never
surrender.





(/user/flavor411)

[new]


flavor411 (/user/flavor411) Michael Kal

Jan 29 · 12:23:13 PM (/comments/1626871/65320570#comment_65320570)

4 Recommend

WE need to jam his lies and bullshit and distractions back down his sick
anti-American, anti- democracy, Putin loving throat till he gags.





[new]
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(/user/Salish) Salish (/user/Salish) Michael Kal

Jan 29 · 02:18:02 PM (/comments/1626871/65322150#comment_65322150)

1 Recommend

Great analogy; fire triangle.  Trump the air, Bannon added the fuel, and
we’re the heat.  But thing is, stir the believers to defense now that the
Trump(et) has sounded, and it’s their heat against ours.  Everything goes
up in flames; Bannon’s desire. 





(/user/Michael Kal)

[new]


Michael Kal (/user/Michael Kal) Salish

Jan 29 · 02:36:37 PM (/comments/1626871/65322370#comment_65322370)

1 Recommend

Trump = Oxygen (tainted)

Bad Executive Orders = Fuel

Active Protesters (us) = Heat

O+F+H= Melted Snowflakes





(/user/ParksideDem)

[new]


ParksideDem (/user/ParksideDem) sfbob

Jan 29 · 11:19:00 AM (/comments/1626871/65319635#comment_65319635)

13 Recommend

I’m already outraged that some CBP officials think Trump is a higher authority than the
courts.





(/user/Vega)

[new]


Vega (/user/Vega) ParksideDem

Jan 29 · 12:31:07 PM (/comments/1626871/65320699#comment_65320699)

8 Recommend

The courts need to issue contempt of court rulings starting at the top down.





(/user/EmmaPeel)

[new]


EmmaPeel (/user/EmmaPeel) Vega

Jan 29 · 03:28:38 PM (/comments/1626871/65323025#comment_65323025)

1 Recommend

Absolutely, everyone in contempt needs to be arrested, including
Trump.

Technically the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court or ANY Associate
Justice could order the Marshals to arrest a sitting President for
contempt of a federal court order. I won’t hold my breath but, any of
them (like maybe RBG) could do it.

Arresting Bannon, however, would be very easy legally and wouldn’t
require any intervention from the Supreme Court or US Marshals.





(/user/Paul C)

[new]


Paul C (/user/Paul C) EmmaPeel

Jan 29 · 05:10:57 PM (/comments/1626871/65324719#comment_65324719)

0 Recommend

I would think that even a conservative SC justice would side
with judicial power in a case like this.  They have to understand
what is at stake.





(/user/kurious)

[new]


kurious (/user/kurious) sfbob Jan 29 · 12:28:50 PM (/comments/1626871/65320663#comment_65320663)

4 Recommend

They should be.  Sadly, the republicans in Congress are proving, yet again, that their
personal political ambitions, greed, hate and/or cowardice make liars of them and their
hollow pledge to “Support and Defend the Constitution of the United States”.





(/user/Andyboy)

[new]


Andyboy (/user/Andyboy) sfbob

Jan 29 · 02:13:34 PM (/comments/1626871/65322081#comment_65322081)

3 Recommend

I’m frightened and OUTRAGED.  Just don’t know what to do, other than read, share, sign
petitions and make phone calls.  





(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) Jan 29 · 08:58:51 AM (/comments/1626871/65317677#comment_65317677)

71 Recommend

In addition, this is also a strategy to direct attention to money going from the Russian government
to Trump and friends. Trump has a habit of throwing out chaotic actions when he is close to being
revealed.



(/user/Haf2Read)

[new]


Haf2Read (/user/Haf2Read) Anna Lemma

Jan 29 · 09:29:47 AM (/comments/1626871/65318068#comment_65318068)

26 Recommend

Anna — I think you meant “strategy to direct attention away from money….” 





(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) Haf2Read

Jan 29 · 11:10:01 AM (/comments/1626871/65319489#comment_65319489)

3 Recommend

Oops.





(/user/twistenmymellon)

[new]


twistenmymellon (/user/twistenmymellon) Anna Lemma

Jan 29 · 10:34:09 AM (/comments/1626871/65318935#comment_65318935)

11 Recommend

Great reminder!  Here’s hoping that some journalists are ignoring this current controversy
in order to look at what else might be going on while all of the attention if focused on this
particular set of executive orders.





(/user/thundersquid)

[new]


thundersquid (/user/thundersquid) Anna Lemma

Jan 29 · 11:52:18 AM (/comments/1626871/65320153#comment_65320153)

7 Recommend

Keep following the money. Focus on Bannon and the weakest links (Don Jr, Erik, Ivanka,
and Kushner.) If you reveal the goods on any one of them Trump will be crippled.





(/user/Diana in NoVa)

[new]


Diana in NoVa (/user/Diana in NoVa) Jan 29 · 09:02:42 AM (/comments/1626871/65317717#comment_65317717)

38 Recommend

OMG!

Thanks, Dartagnan.

All right, people, grab your torches and pitchforks. The revolution is on the way.



(/user/ProgressiveDL)

[new]


ProgressiveDL (/user/ProgressiveDL) Diana in NoVa

Jan 29 · 10:12:13 AM (/comments/1626871/65318624#comment_65318624)

10 Recommend

I think the guillotines need to be constructed soon. I mean that only about 75%
figuratively.





(/user/Michael Kal)

[new]


Michael Kal (/user/Michael Kal) ProgressiveDL

Jan 29 · 10:40:31 AM (/comments/1626871/65319024#comment_65319024)

4 Recommend

Rope is cheaper, as are the tar, feathers and rails.





(/user/Lib Dem FoP)

[new]


Lib Dem FoP (/user/Lib Dem FoP) Michael Kal

Jan 29 · 11:07:08 AM (/comments/1626871/65319438#comment_65319438)

3 Recommend

Yeah but apart from the rail, they are all “one use only”. Guillontine can
be re-used with only the occasional oiling and blade sharpening.
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(/user/cmeegan)
[new]


cmeegan (/user/cmeegan) Michael Kal

Jan 29 · 11:10:24 AM (/comments/1626871/65319493#comment_65319493)

7 Recommend

To both of you: let’s not bring back lynch mobs, OK?





(/user/Michael Kal)

[new]


Michael Kal (/user/Michael Kal) cmeegan

Jan 29 · 12:17:39 PM (/comments/1626871/65320491#comment_65320491)

6 Recommend

While trying to take the high road must be a priority and is
always admirably preferable, it can be tiresome getting kicked
in the balls continuously by authorities who swore to uphold
the Constitution. At what point and in what way do we take the
proverbial stick from the hands of those beating us about the
shoulders in violation of our rights?

The unlawful abuse of power by this regime may trump normal
and civilized means of action and protest. The GOP has
dropped below the threshold of civility in their current attacks
on the civil rights for the press, for citizens and non citizens
attempting to enter this country, and for apparently ignoring
the rule of law. The actions and executive orders of the regime
are abnormally dictatorial and in some cases in contravention
to our Constitution.

 But when a long train of abuses and
usurpations, pursuing invariably the same
Object evinces a design to reduce them under
absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their
duty, to throw off such Government, and to
provide new Guards for their future security.

We may not be there yet, but Don and friends seem to be
running in that direction.





(/user/Mayfly)

[new]


Mayfly (/user/Mayfly) Michael Kal

Jan 29 · 12:45:10 PM (/comments/1626871/65320875#comment_65320875)

2 Recommend

An aside—Mark Twain once wrote about a man who was tarred,
feathered, and “rid out of town on a rail.”  When interviewed, the exile
remarked, “I would have foregone the ceremony but for the honor of it.”





(/user/PadreMellyrn)

[new]


PadreMellyrn (/user/PadreMellyrn) ProgressiveDL

Jan 29 · 11:11:37 AM (/comments/1626871/65319512#comment_65319512)

2 Recommend

We will make it Electronic Guillotines that will only Cut short their time in office
with major Prison time — for life — for actual insurrection.





(/user/boran2)

[new]


boran2 (/user/boran2) Jan 29 · 09:08:18 AM (/comments/1626871/65317789#comment_65317789)

38 Recommend

Thus begins his 2nd week



(/user/Empty Vessel)

[new]


Empty Vessel (/user/Empty Vessel) Jan 29 · 09:08:23 AM (/comments/1626871/65317790#comment_65317790)

3 Recommend

Listen, all of this is bad, but I am not sure this is true.

Publicly pointing out the appointment history of a Federal Judge when that Judge rules against a
given Executive Branch policy is usually the province of pundits and news outlets. It’s never been
the province of the Executive Branch, because the institutional damage caused by undermining the
public’s faith in our Judiciary has always been considered too much of a risk.

Did Obama or his spokespeople really never do this?



(/user/Dartagnan)

[new]


Dartagnan (/user/Dartagnan) Empty Vessel

Jan 29 · 09:12:27 AM (/comments/1626871/65317832#comment_65317832)

32 Recommend

I have never seen it. Or Bush, for that matter. I’m happy to be enlightened.





(/user/Empty Vessel)

[new]


Empty Vessel (/user/Empty Vessel) Dartagnan

Jan 29 · 09:50:00 AM (/comments/1626871/65318330#comment_65318330)

1 Recommend

Sadly, I don't have time to hunt right now...but I swear i’ve heard it done by
Obama and other executive branch democrats.

I’m running on my gut instinct here, will try to look later.





(/user/Vega)

[new]


Vega (/user/Vega) Empty Vessel

Jan 29 · 12:32:37 PM (/comments/1626871/65320717#comment_65320717)

0 Recommend

Come back when you get a documented example.





(/user/Empty Vessel)

[new]


Empty Vessel (/user/Empty Vessel) Vega

Jan 29 · 01:23:21 PM (/comments/1626871/65321374#comment_65321374)

0 Recommend

I will come back either way...if I can find one, or if I can’t.





(/user/Empty Vessel)

[new]


Empty Vessel (/user/Empty Vessel) Vega

Jan 29 · 01:50:52 PM (/comments/1626871/65321762#comment_65321762)

2 Recommend

Left a couple comments to this effect, but I searched, and
found nothing to back up my hunch.  Looks like Dartanan was
right, and I’m wrong.





(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) Empty Vessel

Jan 29 · 02:44:37 PM (/comments/1626871/65322477#comment_65322477)

0 Recommend

Usually when there is a judicial ruling against an Executive or legislative
action being reported in the media, a brief synopsis of the judge’s
“pedigree” is included: “appointed by President ________ in 1994/2002
/2009” is included.  But I haven’t seen a sitting President or his
immediate WH staff make a comment like that. Perhaps this is what
you’re thinking of. Yes, when reported in the media, usually there is a
reference to the judge’s bona fides. 





(/user/Empty Vessel)

[new]


Empty Vessel (/user/Empty Vessel) Dartagnan

Jan 29 · 01:46:29 PM (/comments/1626871/65321701#comment_65321701)

2 Recommend

Well, to the the best of my internet searching abilities...you are right and I am
wrong.

Spent about 20 minutes searching for stuff, only found Obama’s criticism of the
Supreme Court activism in his state of the union, which isn’t equivalent.

I ain’t  gonna say it never happened, I’d need to search all of Obama’s
spokespeople and surrogates individually...but I certainly didn’t find anything
easily, so it certainly would have been rare, if it ever happened at all.





(/user/twigg)

[new]


twigg (/user/twigg) Empty Vessel

Jan 29 · 09:38:09 AM (/comments/1626871/65318185#comment_65318185)

65 Recommend

Judges rule based upon their interpretation of the law, not based upon who appointed
them. Scalia, et al. have done serious damage to the SCOTUS by consistently voting along
ideological lines. They politicized the Court and we are paying the price.

There can be no other reason for Conway to make this remark, other than to undermine
the decision based upon the Judges perceived political affiliation.

THAT is why the Executive never make remarks like this.
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(/user/Christy1947)

[new]


Christy1947 (/user/Christy1947) twigg

Jan 29 · 10:05:32 AM (/comments/1626871/65318531#comment_65318531)

21 Recommend

Thelawyers are supposedly in court this morning seeking contempt citations for
the DHS who did what they did after notice of the court orders And court orders
are NOT when of this specie simply prospective as they apply directly to the
persons who applied for them who were injured in their rights and property
before the litigation began.

 And anyone who would take legal advise from KellyAnne deserves what happens
to them. Just as Trump deserves what he gets in relyin on legal drafting by what
looks like Steve Bannon and Priebus, although I think Priebus would take enough
care to take a step back.





(/user/twigg)

[new]


twigg (/user/twigg) Christy1947

Jan 29 · 11:23:50 AM (/comments/1626871/65319720#comment_65319720)

2 Recommend

Apparently Priebus had to be persuaded to stay. He was said to be the
only person holding the shambles together.





(/user/Christy1947)

[new]


Christy1947 (/user/Christy1947) twigg

Jan 29 · 03:49:37 PM (/comments/1626871/65323378#comment_65323378)

0 Recommend

If that office-dependent fella is halfway out the door already, I
give it three weeks, and then its Bannon all the time, with
NOBODY strong enough to stand up to him. Bannon being the
real President and Trump just the talker.





(/user/StrayCat)

[new]


StrayCat (/user/StrayCat) twigg

Jan 29 · 11:23:00 AM (/comments/1626871/65319705#comment_65319705)

5 Recommend

Just like trump’s attacks on a judge presiding over one of his cases based on
ancestor’s origin.





(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) twigg

Jan 29 · 02:48:07 PM (/comments/1626871/65322522#comment_65322522)

2 Recommend

There can be no other reason for Conway to make this remark,
other than to undermine the decision based upon the Judges
perceived political affiliation.

I can’t express my anger and outrage at this harpy’s mindless, soulless blathering
and making statements like this.  She is is repulsive on every level, just like her
Toddler Boss. 😡�����������������������������������������





(/user/TParrish)

[new]


TParrish (/user/TParrish) Empty Vessel

Jan 29 · 10:10:37 AM (/comments/1626871/65318600#comment_65318600)

11 Recommend

I don’t think they did.  I know I have, but then I am not in charge and am perfectly capable
of being petty.





(/user/Empty Vessel)

[new]


Empty Vessel (/user/Empty Vessel) TParrish

Jan 29 · 10:38:54 AM (/comments/1626871/65319006#comment_65319006)

1 Recommend

Hey, I certainly am that petty.  And I really could be wrong on all of this. I just find
it unlikely that democrats haven’t done this too.  I would be happy to be wrong.  I
did a 2 minute hunt, and found nothing.  If I get more time, i’ll search more.





(/user/TParrish)

[new]


TParrish (/user/TParrish) Empty Vessel

Jan 29 · 10:53:46 AM (/comments/1626871/65319251#comment_65319251)

8 Recommend

Applying my “Democrat, so absolutely capable of taking potshots at
other Democrats” thinking, one can surmise that since both Obamas are
legally trained, and they had a White House and Justice Department full
of attorneys, it is possible that they know the difference between
friendly and unfriendly judges.  If  I, (not an attorney) would think of it,
then they have to have at least thought of it, right?

That would mean that when a Federal judge in Texas or some such
overturned some Executive order or another, it might have occurred to
them that the judge was a Bush appointee, right?

What I do not recall is anyone in their administration publicly whining
about a decision, trying to blame it on who appointed the judge.  They
had too much class, and were absolutely the adults in the room.

The Trump Admin, however, hit the ground whining.





(/user/Empty Vessel)

[new]


Empty Vessel (/user/Empty Vessel) TParrish

Jan 29 · 01:49:02 PM (/comments/1626871/65321737#comment_65321737)

3 Recommend

Well, I searched for about 20 minutes, and found nothing to
back up my position.  So I am gonna say its looking pretty solid
that I am wrong.  I guess there could still be some comment
I’ve missed out there, but I sure didn’t find it.





(/user/TParrish)

[new]


TParrish (/user/TParrish) Empty Vessel

Jan 29 · 03:56:55 PM (/comments/1626871

/65323529#comment_65323529)

1 Recommend

I looked, and nor could I.





(/user/Ignacio Magaloni)

[new]


Ignacio Magaloni (/user/Ignacio Maga Empty Vessel

Jan 29 · 10:58:51 AM (/comments/1626871/65319328#comment_65319328)

2 Recommend

We must also, even so, remember context in the equivalency equation.
As in, at this point in history, I expect none.

... 



(/user/meeshmonster)

[new]


meeshmonster (/user/meeshmonster) TParrish

Jan 29 · 11:28:23 AM (/comments/1626871/65319795#comment_65319795)

3 Recommend

I seem to recall Pres Obama calling out Justice Alito for Citizens United at maybe
state of union address -it was a while ago-and I didn't disagree with POTUS - but
he got chewed a new asshole for it by fox and friends!





(/user/TParrish)

[new]


TParrish (/user/TParrish) meeshmonster

Jan 29 · 11:46:14 AM (/comments/1626871/65320057#comment_65320057)

7 Recommend

He specifically mentioned Citizens Untied (perfectly acceptable) and
Alito mouthed “Not true” (Alito turned out to be completely, 100%
wrong).  He did not, however, complain about who appointed the
justices, or mention Alito specifically.





(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) TParrish

Jan 29 · 01:09:56 PM (/comments/1626871/65321173#comment_65321173)

1 Recommend

yup





(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) meeshmonster

Jan 29 · 01:10:06 PM (/comments/1626871/65321176#comment_65321176)
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2 Recommend

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and
unique community moderation system are explained in
the Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-
of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to participate
you can learn more at the the Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource
Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01
/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread
(http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&
time_type=time_last_story&time_begin=Start+Date&
time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great
places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03/22/1196175
/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).



(/user/indycam)

[new]


indycam (/user/indycam) Jan 29 · 09:12:23 AM (/comments/1626871/65317830#comment_65317830)

53 Recommend

“prospective” ?

likely to happen at a future date; concerned with or applying to the future.

"The judge in Brooklyn, the Obama appointee judge in Brooklyn's stay of order
really doesn't affect the executive order at all, because the executive order is
meant to be prospective,"

"The judge in Brooklyn, the Obama appointee judge in Brooklyn's stay of order really doesn't
affect the executive order at all, because the executive order is meant to be likely to happen at a
future date; concerned with or applying to the future.

Does that make any sense ? He did an executive order that is about something not now but at
some point in the future ?



(/user/leevank)

[new]


leevank (/user/leevank) indycam

Jan 29 · 09:33:58 AM (/comments/1626871/65318120#comment_65318120)

64 Recommend

No, it makes no sense at all. But considering the source, that’s not surprising. Conway is
basically a professional flack. She makes noises that sound reassuring, but have no actual
meaning.





(/user/limpidglass)

[new]


limpidglass (/user/limpidglass) leevank

Jan 29 · 09:41:51 AM (/comments/1626871/65318231#comment_65318231)

39 Recommend

It's another "alternative fact."





(/user/UnionJok)

[new]


UnionJok (/user/UnionJok) limpidglass

Jan 29 · 10:33:44 AM (/comments/1626871/65318931#comment_65318931)

18 Recommend

It’s KACA (KellyAnne Conway Again) ...





(/user/voicemail)

[new]


voicemail (/user/voicemail) UnionJok

Jan 29 · 11:15:08 AM (/comments/1626871/65319564#comment_65319564)

1 Recommend

Very good. Are any of the tv so-journalists old enough to recall
“There you go again,” as in “There you go again, Kelley”?





(/user/lostamerican)

[new]


lostamerican (/user/losta voicemail

Jan 29 · 01:17:39 PM (/comments/1626871

/65321276#comment_65321276)

3 Recommend

We need someone with a pair to say “Ok, KellyAnne.
Enough BS. Goodbye. Come back if you ever decide to
tell the truth.” And then cut her stupid ass off the air.

... 



(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) UnionJok

Jan 29 · 02:26:48 PM (/comments/1626871/65322255#comment_65322255)

1 Recommend

Great!  Especially when it’s pronounced ka-ka; which in several
languages means poop.  And it’s a (New Zealand) parrot.





(/user/miklkit)

[new]


miklkit (/user/miklkit) limpidglass

Jan 29 · 10:41:45 AM (/comments/1626871/65319047#comment_65319047)

7 Recommend

Word salad.  Pure Propaganda. 

the Obama appointee judge

That is the only relevant thing said.





(/user/StrayCat)

[new]


StrayCat (/user/StrayCat) limpidglass

Jan 29 · 11:25:03 AM (/comments/1626871/65319740#comment_65319740)

3 Recommend

Or a new meme about a radical change in how government will work
under trump





(/user/berkshireblue)

[new]


berkshireblue (/user/berkshireblue) limpidglass

Jan 29 · 02:46:49 PM (/comments/1626871/65322505#comment_65322505)

0 Recommend

And such a completely stupid one. If a ruling is only prospective, it
means nothing happens right now. Since people were detained it was
not prospective in any sense. It is possible she just has no clue what
words mean but most likely is that she just lies no matter how obvious
the lie is.





(/user/Michael Kal)

[new]


Michael Kal (/user/Michael Kal) leevank

Jan 29 · 10:44:03 AM (/comments/1626871/65319079#comment_65319079)

5 Recommend

Sense? From the Leni Riefenstahl of this regime or anyone in the GOP?





(/user/Lib Dem FoP)

[new]


Lib Dem FoP (/user/Lib Dem FoP) leevank

Jan 29 · 11:11:18 AM (/comments/1626871/65319508#comment_65319508)

0 Recommend

Spelling error?

basically a professional flack

I believe it’s spelt F-L-A-K-E
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(/user/leevank)

[new]


leevank (/user/leevank) Lib Dem FoP

Jan 29 · 11:21:50 AM (/comments/1626871/65319682#comment_65319682)

1 Recommend

Well, she’s a flack and a flake.





(/user/lostamerican)

[new]


lostamerican (/user/lostamerican) leevank

Jan 29 · 01:19:00 PM (/comments/1626871/65321295#comment_65321295)

0 Recommend

She’s a fuck.





(/user/Peppina)

[new]


Peppina (/user/Peppina) indycam

Jan 29 · 09:42:03 AM (/comments/1626871/65318233#comment_65318233)

14 Recommend

My thoughts exactly.





(/user/SneakySnu)

[new]


SneakySnu (/user/SneakySnu) indycam

Jan 29 · 09:43:17 AM (/comments/1626871/65318242#comment_65318242)

41 Recommend

Priebus was trying to sell that line this morning with Chuck Todd, that somehow the order
affects what’s going to happen in the future, without acknowledging in the least what has
happened over the weekend.

Let’s see if the people will have the wool pulled over their eyes once again.





(/user/Gwennedd)

[new]


Gwennedd (/user/Gwennedd) SneakySnu

Jan 29 · 09:54:48 AM (/comments/1626871/65318401#comment_65318401)

25 Recommend

So they want it to seem that yesterday really didn’t happen.

Did they forget where they parked their time machine? 





(/user/Ignacio Magaloni)

[new]


Ignacio Magaloni (/user/Ignacio Maga Gwennedd

Jan 29 · 11:05:40 AM (/comments/1626871/65319417#comment_65319417)

4 Recommend

They are grinding up their time machine gears lurching back and
forth, getting stuck in the muck of kings and dictators past.

... 



(/user/muddy boots)

[new]


muddy boots (/user/muddy boots) indycam

Jan 29 · 09:50:30 AM (/comments/1626871/65318343#comment_65318343)

13 Recommend

It will make sense later when Bannon is President, but we can’t say that yet.





(/user/CaliSista)

[new]


CaliSista (/user/CaliSista) muddy boots

Jan 29 · 10:59:13 AM (/comments/1626871/65319333#comment_65319333)

9 Recommend

It will make sense later when Bannon is President...

He already is.

Maybe that’s a way to drive a wedge between them is by publicly remarking and
assuming that Twitler is too stupid or mentally ill to be making these decisions
and he is just signing what Bannon orders him to sign. Can also be put out that
he is kowtowing to Bannon because Bannon is blackmailing him (evidence of
Russian payments, pee video, proof of something inappropriate with Ivanka, pic
of his tiny dick….)





(/user/mollybees)

[new]


mollybees (/user/mollybees) CaliSista

Jan 29 · 11:54:38 AM (/comments/1626871/65320185#comment_65320185)

7 Recommend

Keep reminding trump that Bannon is the real president and watch how
fast he dumps him.





(/user/Rolling Electrons)

[new]


Rolling Electrons (/user/Rolling Electrons) indycam

Jan 29 · 10:05:52 AM (/comments/1626871/65318536#comment_65318536)

12 Recommend

Apparently that "prospective" order had become current. The judge responded to its
consequence. We may continue discussions of possible repercussions, but cannot avoid
its actual harm. Although Ms. Conway is an expert in the field of alternate facts, we must
first attend to events in the real world before we indulge in her parody performance.





(/user/Xonic)

[new]


Xonic (/user/Xonic) indycam Jan 29 · 10:16:21 AM (/comments/1626871/65318675#comment_65318675)

15 Recommend

She could be saying, “it doesn’t matter because we are going to change how all this works,
just wait and see..” Like some veiled threat of sorts..





(/user/StrayCat)

[new]


StrayCat (/user/StrayCat) Xonic

Jan 29 · 11:26:24 AM (/comments/1626871/65319765#comment_65319765)

1 Recommend

Yes.





(/user/jfromga)

[new]


jfromga (/user/jfromga) indycam

Jan 29 · 11:00:57 AM (/comments/1626871/65319358#comment_65319358)

8 Recommend

She is just using a talking point, throw out a legal term and hope nobody knows what you
are talking about. If it were intended to be prospective, and they had fucking brains
instead of beliefs, or asked their professional advisors, they might have figured out people
were on planes already and wouldn't know the orange Hitler signed an order, and they
would have given DHS advance notice so their guidance to the airlines wouldn't have said
it did not affect green card holders.

In any event is is probably wholly illegal as written as it violates a federal statute.
Screaming terrorists works with their base not federal judges. Giuliani bragging about
making it a Muslim ban legally by saying danger undercuts the administration. Further not
consulting expert staff to build a record of heightened danger for the seven listed
countries while skipping countries whose nationals attacked the US, is exactly the kind
arbitrary and capricious behavior that kills a reasonable infringement on rights to protect
a significant national interest.





(/user/dge)

[new]


dge (/user/dge) Jan 29 · 09:12:58 AM (/comments/1626871/65317838#comment_65317838)

51 Recommend

KAC is an idiot or a liar, since the inherent nature of a stay is to ban any prospective application of
the executive order.  Grifting goes on every day in Trumpland, but now with our democracy at
stake. 



(/user/charliehall2)

[new]


charliehall2 (/user/charliehall2) dge

Jan 29 · 09:23:15 AM (/comments/1626871/65317977#comment_65317977)

22 Recommend

both





(/user/Michael Kal)

[new]


Michael Kal (/user/Michael Kal) charliehall2

Jan 29 · 10:45:07 AM (/comments/1626871/65319102#comment_65319102)
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4 Recommend

I second that opinion



(/user/jazr)

[new]


jazr (/user/jazr) dge Jan 29 · 09:30:43 AM (/comments/1626871/65318084#comment_65318084)

23 Recommend

...and the word “deplorable” never seemed so apt.




(/user/politicalceci)

[new]


politicalceci (/user/politicalceci) dge

Jan 29 · 10:02:09 AM (/comments/1626871/65318487#comment_65318487)

13 Recommend

No, Conway is only an apostle of the devil.  The only thing in her shriveled soul is the
capacity to do evil.  Nothing else exists there. 





(/user/mzkryz)

[new]


mzkryz (/user/mzkryz) politicalceci

Jan 29 · 10:43:40 AM (/comments/1626871/65319071#comment_65319071)

5 Recommend

I tend to suspect that this is true, judging by her words and actions to date.





(/user/mollybees)

[new]


mollybees (/user/mollybees) dge

Jan 29 · 11:55:26 AM (/comments/1626871/65320193#comment_65320193)

1 Recommend

Conway is a Propaganda Queen.





(/user/SamSinister)

[new]


SamSinister (/user/SamSinister) dge

Jan 29 · 12:57:23 PM (/comments/1626871/65321028#comment_65321028)

0 Recommend

Propaganda Barbie

Kelly Ann ConJob





(/user/jr6020)

[new]


jr6020 (/user/jr6020) SamSinister

Jan 29 · 02:26:18 PM (/comments/1626871/65322251#comment_65322251)

0 Recommend

I wonder what Trump has on Kelly Ann that she rolls over for him every
time...(no, I’m not going there- but others can...hehe)





(/user/marvyt)

[new]


marvyt (/user/marvyt) Jan 29 · 09:17:40 AM (/comments/1626871/65317911#comment_65317911)

21 Recommend

   It’s been apparent for at least a decade that the judiciary has been mostly politicized.
Conservatives who wanted to block Obama simply went “venue shopping” to find a pliable judge or
2. I feel that several very important decisions even at the appellate level were based simply on
politics or ideology rather than the law. Kellyanne Conway is blaming a Democratic appointee for
possibly doing what Republican appointees have been doing for years. The conservatives have
already undermined the Judicial branch. It’s a done deal.         



(/user/Clio2)

[new]


Clio2 (/user/Clio2) marvyt Jan 29 · 09:46:16 AM (/comments/1626871/65318276#comment_65318276)

22 Recommend

Funny how it’s always too early to protest...until it’s too late.




(/user/Orcas George)

[new]


Orcas George (/user/Orcas George) marvyt

Jan 29 · 09:49:24 AM (/comments/1626871/65318325#comment_65318325)

6 Recommend

I disagree very strongly with that statement, and I read enough law (not professionally) to
know how screwed up the system is.





(/user/marvyt)

[new]


marvyt (/user/marvyt) Orcas George

Jan 29 · 06:02:43 PM (/comments/1626871/65325505#comment_65325505)

0 Recommend

I can understand why we have differing opinions and I respect yours. Actually I
hope you’re right. This is a case where I would feel good to be wrong. However,  a
good article in the  Atlantic (http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2012/06
/the-incredible-polarization-and-politicization-of-the-supreme-
court/259155/) from 2012 better explains my feelings. 





(/user/Apprenticegeezer)

[new]


Apprenticegeezer (/user/Apprenticegeezer) Jan 29 · 09:24:49 AM (/comments/1626871/65318000#comment_65318000)

59 Recommend

Conway’s mention that the judge was an Obama appointee smacks of Steve Bannon strategy. The
Trump regime hasn’t really gotten to the point of disobeying or refusing to enforce court decisions,
but that really does seem to be coming. Recall in the campaign Trump maligned a judge as unable
to be fair because of the judge’s ethnicity, and that strategy seems to be continuing. It seems
logical enough, if they believe Obama was an illegitimate President, then his appointees are
illegitimate, too. If I were a betting man, I’d bet that we’ll have a Constitutional crisis on our hands
in the not too distant future, as the regime fights any judicial restraints on executive orders.



(/user/merrywidow)

[new]


merrywidow (/user/merrywidow) Apprenticegeezer

Jan 29 · 09:25:59 AM (/comments/1626871/65318015#comment_65318015)

20 Recommend

Breitbart headline today, “Schemer connected Obama Judge….”





(/user/Mogolori)

[new]


Mogolori (/user/Mogolori) merrywidow

Jan 29 · 10:07:43 AM (/comments/1626871/65318564#comment_65318564)

14 Recommend

I’ve been starting to track Breitbart, too… as of this weekend with Bannon and
Miller’s ascension to the National Security Council, it is a window to the id of the
administration.





(/user/StrayCat)

[new]


StrayCat (/user/StrayCat) Mogolori

Jan 29 · 11:31:24 AM (/comments/1626871/65319843#comment_65319843)

2 Recommend

Who gets to name the chair of the joint chiefs of staff?  Can trump
replace that person, or is it a time thing?  Interesting that the principals
committee is now fully made up of political appointees of a certain
stripe.  A look at the give and take between Hitler and the German high
command may help sorting this out.





(/user/Xonic)

[new]


Xonic (/user/Xonic) Apprenticegeezer

Jan 29 · 10:18:49 AM (/comments/1626871/65318705#comment_65318705)

4 Recommend

..but that really does seem to be coming.

It does..





(/user/TParrish)

[new]


TParrish (/user/TParrish) Apprenticegeezer

Jan 29 · 10:58:55 AM (/comments/1626871/65319330#comment_65319330)

6 Recommend

Yes, Bannon’s greasy fingerprints all over it.  Dispute the decision, say “Obama Apointee”,
and let the local TrumpBasij start the death threats.  The hope being that future judges
will think twice before staying any future Royal Proclamations Executive orders.
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(/user/cmeegan)
[new]


cmeegan (/user/cmeegan) Apprenticegeezer

Jan 29 · 11:19:32 AM (/comments/1626871/65319647#comment_65319647)

2 Recommend

So far, KAC (gag) has bumbled & fumbled her way through interviews, so I suspect Bannon
was the puppeteer as well.





(/user/SpamNunn)

[new]


SpamNunn (/user/SpamNunn) Jan 29 · 09:33:21 AM (/comments/1626871/65318110#comment_65318110)

19 Recommend

This was to be expected.  The propaganda battle is on.

Any effort at “Delegitimizing” anything or anyone is almost always a two way street.



(/user/TParrish)

[new]


TParrish (/user/TParrish) SpamNunn

Jan 29 · 11:02:09 AM (/comments/1626871/65319375#comment_65319375)

1 Recommend

I am not sure they can get away with just delegitimizing Obama Appointed judges.  I
mean, they can with their lemmings, they will believe, rationalize, and lay their lives down
for any lie they are told, but the rest of the country, no.





(/user/SpamNunn)

[new]


SpamNunn (/user/SpamNunn) TParrish

Jan 29 · 11:10:31 AM (/comments/1626871/65319496#comment_65319496)

4 Recommend

If you repeat a lie often enough, it becomes the truth.  Even more so in this age
of social media.

Trump knows this better than most, and he's doing it effectively, thus far, by
taking it right back at his opposition and the press (which he now claims are one
and the same).  He's f#cking bold, and doesn't give a rats ass about what anyone
else thinks.  There’s a reason Andrew Jackson’s pic is hanging in the Oval Office.
 That's his role model. 





(/user/gchaucer2)

[new]


gchaucer2 (/user/gchaucer2) Jan 29 · 09:34:41 AM (/comments/1626871/65318133#comment_65318133)

36 Recommend

Any chance that creature has ever said anything like:  “Richard W. Painter, a Bush W. ethics lawyer, 
is wrong when he says the Sexual Pervert is in violation of the Emoluments Clause and is an utter
disaster and should be impeached.”

I’m thinking not.

She makes me utterly sick.  Not sure how she can go home and face her children.  I pity them
because they will be stuck learning the history of their abominable mother who is happy to betray
their futures.



(/user/GrouchySquirrel)

[new]


GrouchySquirrel (/user/GrouchySquirrel) gchaucer2

Jan 29 · 09:48:50 AM (/comments/1626871/65318315#comment_65318315)

19 Recommend

She makes me utterly sick.  Not sure how she can go home and face her
children.

Well, if she has forgotten to eat beforehand, I imagine that she’ll start by unhinging her
jaw and swallowing them in one gulp per child.





(/user/lisadinpa)

[new]


lisadinpa (/user/lisadinpa) gchaucer2

Jan 29 · 10:35:39 AM (/comments/1626871/65318958#comment_65318958)

7 Recommend

When she worked for Ted Cruz, she said some “rather pointed” things about dt’s
qualifications to be President. But then Teddie dropped out and the worm turned.





(/user/Michael Kal)

[new]


Michael Kal (/user/Michael Kal) lisadinpa

Jan 29 · 10:47:47 AM (/comments/1626871/65319146#comment_65319146)

8 Recommend

A worm’s gotta go where the carrion is fresh.





(/user/hope4usa)

[new]


hope4usa (/user/hope4usa) Jan 29 · 09:36:01 AM (/comments/1626871/65318154#comment_65318154)

32 Recommend

Conway also said this gem: Conway said that the list of countries from which travelers have been
banned was "offered by President Obama and his administration."

Anyone know where she pulled that twisted shit from?



(/user/gchaucer2)

[new]


gchaucer2 (/user/gchaucer2) hope4usa

Jan 29 · 09:42:32 AM (/comments/1626871/65318234#comment_65318234)

18 Recommend

Her sphincter. 





(/user/JustASchmuck)

[new]


JustASchmuck (/user/JustASchmuck) hope4usa

Jan 29 · 09:44:35 AM (/comments/1626871/65318257#comment_65318257)

20 Recommend

It comes from this…  www.dhs.gov/… (https://www.dhs.gov/news/2016/02/18
/dhs-announces-further-travel-restrictions-visa-waiver-program)

Obviously, it skews the intent.  

But they covered their asses on this just the way they will when they implement voter
restrictions over the “fraudulent 3 million”.





(/user/SARBill)

[new]


SARBill (/user/SARBill) JustASchmuck

Jan 29 · 10:35:33 AM (/comments/1626871/65318955#comment_65318955)

8 Recommend

reading this ^^^^, a fully vetted, carefully worded program, ...against the Bannon
hack shit is just total amateur hour and wonton disregard for the rule of law, the
staffing process, etc. 

And, it is not a rookie mistake as they made purposeful decisions anticipating the
consequences.





(/user/JustASchmuck)

[new]


JustASchmuck (/user/JustASchmuck) SARBill

Jan 29 · 11:02:58 AM (/comments/1626871/65319383#comment_65319383)

2 Recommend

Yes.





(/user/Osiris)

[new]


Osiris (/user/Osiris) hope4usa Jan 29 · 09:46:13 AM (/comments/1626871/65318275#comment_65318275)

24 Recommend

Yes. I can't find the link or the text atm. But it comes from a List of countries that were
deemed ineligible from the VWP the Visa Waiver Program. Signed on Dec 2015.

The waiver program allows people of certain countries to come to US without going thru
the visa process. The change was that people from these countries had to apply for a Visa
, people who visited these countries from countries that had a visa waiver program had to
also apply for a visa, which can include in person visits to embassy officials.

It Did Not Bar people from coming to the US. You just needed a Visa. It Did Not Apply to
Green card holders re entry to the US.

It's a smokescreen to cover their bullshit coming from the bullshitter.





(/user/Osiris)

[new]


Osiris (/user/Osiris) Osiris

Jan 29 · 09:58:09 AM (/comments/1626871/65318437#comment_65318437)

    www.estausa.com/… (https://www.estausa.com/en/esta-us/application.html
/step1)

is the online application form for when you want to travel from VWP countries.

at bottom of form it asks you if you traveled to certain countries. These are the
countries on Trumps list.      
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5 Recommend

(/user/EastcoastChick)

[new]


EastcoastChick (/user/EastcoastChick) hope4usa

Jan 29 · 10:15:46 AM (/comments/1626871/65318668#comment_65318668)

8 Recommend

She just said that as cover. “See the other guys did it too.  This is normal.  Nothing to see
here, move along.”





(/user/cmeegan)

[new]


cmeegan (/user/cmeegan) hope4usa

Jan 29 · 11:22:56 AM (/comments/1626871/65319703#comment_65319703)

0 Recommend

“...pants on fire!”





(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Jan 29 · 09:39:54 AM (/comments/1626871/65318214#comment_65318214)

1 Recommend

I wouldn’t go quite this far. This sort of rhetorical and political attempt to delegitimize liberal-
leaning politicians, judges and other public officials, while likely preparatory to an actual attempt to
legally delegitimize them, is not actually delegitimizing them legally. There is a difference. Were
Trump to try to do that, he’d order CBP agents to defy court orders. THAT is legally defying and
delegitimizing the law and the officials tasked to make, interpret and enforce it.



(/user/Orcas George)

[new]


Orcas George (/user/Orcas George) kovie

Jan 29 · 09:46:27 AM (/comments/1626871/65318280#comment_65318280)

11 Recommend

That is so yesterday.  It is exactly about delegitimization.  There is no legal mechanism for
the executive branch to delegitimize  judges.





(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Orcas George

Jan 29 · 10:02:10 AM (/comments/1626871/65318488#comment_65318488)

7 Recommend

True, but that isn’t what Conway did or tried to do here, because she’s just a spox
with no formal legal power, legitimate or not. You’re referring to the head of
DHS, who apparently DID try to overrule a federal judge, under orders from
Trump no doubt. They are the two people who are trying to legally defy the
judiciary and thus in contempt of the law.





(/user/SARBill)

[new]


SARBill (/user/SARBill) kovie

Jan 29 · 10:38:45 AM (/comments/1626871/65319002#comment_65319002)

3 Recommend

and Conway trying the case in the court of public opinion to get
perceived public backing to support their crimes.   if it goes criminal, the
public will take 50 paces back and watch the horror, but not jump to
defend.





(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) SARBill

Jan 29 · 10:44:41 AM (/comments/1626871/65319090#comment_65319090)

3 Recommend

Well, she does have the right to do that, and while I deplore
her many, many lies and vicious attacks, she does have that
right, as opposed to Trump, who does not have the right to
detain people based on their religion or the majority religion of
their country. Plus, strictly speaking, she was partially correct
here, that these stays don’t apply to these EOs, even if she was
clearly wrong on the legality of these EOs.

Sorry, but you really do have to split hairs in such matters,
even if most people can’t be bothered to tell the difference. It’s
in the details that wars are won or lost.





(/user/SARBill)

[new]


SARBill (/user/SARBill) kovie

Jan 29 · 11:02:45 AM (/comments/1626871

/65319380#comment_65319380)

0 Recommend

understood, and trying to give definition and words to
the different angles being taken,  The public campaign
and the legal one.   Wanted to state clearly KAC goals
are to surround the legal with strong public support
to make a legal rendering difficult on straight merits.





(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) SARBill

Jan 29 · 11:42:23 AM (/comments/1626871

/65320009#comment_65320009)

2 Recommend

Not really. Unelected federal judges are not
bound by public opinion, especially on such
black and white and foundational matters.
God help us if they ever feel that they are.





(/user/StrayCat)

[new]


StrayCat (/user/StrayCat) SARBill

Jan 29 · 11:39:33 AM (/comments/1626871/65319958#comment_65319958)

1 Recommend

Exactly.





(/user/miklkit)

[new]


miklkit (/user/miklkit) kovie

Jan 29 · 10:48:16 AM (/comments/1626871/65319159#comment_65319159)

1 Recommend

You are denying the power of propaganda. 

the Obama appointee judge

This is all you’re going to be hearing from now on.





(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) miklkit

Jan 29 · 11:37:47 AM (/comments/1626871/65319929#comment_65319929)

1 Recommend

No, I am NOT denying that. I’m just saying that she didn’t say
what many here think that she said. She was deliberately trying
to be clever here. Let’s not let her.





(/user/TParrish)

[new]


TParrish (/user/TParrish) Orcas George

Jan 29 · 11:06:02 AM (/comments/1626871/65319423#comment_65319423)

2 Recommend

I suspect it’s about intimidation of other judges who might make rulings the
Trump Admin dislikes.  Get’s the TrumpBasij all fired up and death-threaty.





(/user/Clio2)

[new]


Clio2 (/user/Clio2) kovie Jan 29 · 09:47:43 AM (/comments/1626871/65318302#comment_65318302)

9 Recommend

Funny how it’s alway too soon to pull the fire alarm...until it’s too late, sorry, done deal.
Sometimes both at once.





(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Clio2

Jan 29 · 10:03:42 AM (/comments/1626871/65318514#comment_65318514)

3 Recommend

By conflating one threat with another, you do our cause no good. Being
inchoately angry without being able or willing to tell the difference between a
political and legal challenge to the law is not helpful. Conway is doing the former,
NOT the latter, since she’s not a formal part of government. There is a difference.





(/user/EastcoastChick)

[new]
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Jan 29 · 10:18:52 AM (/comments/1626871/65318706#comment_65318706)

6 Recommend

Normally I would agree that there is a difference.  But since Trump
there are literally no rules.  What applied in the past no longer applies.  

Trump literally has a white supremacist sitting in the White House as
part of his administration. 

There are no rules.



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) EastcoastChick

Jan 29 · 10:23:34 AM (/comments/1626871/65318774#comment_65318774)

3 Recommend

You’re missing my point, which I’m not going to repeat here.
But you don’t win a war by just “fighting”. You have to be
specific and targeted and understand the nature of the war
you’re fighting and how to wage it.





(/user/StrayCat)

[new]


StrayCat (/user/StrayCat) kovie

Jan 29 · 11:44:00 AM (/comments/1626871/65320030#comment_65320030)

0 Recommend

she is a counselor to the president, and speaks in his name.  Policy is
not law, but it has a lot of force nonetheless less.





(/user/Neapolitan)

[new]


Neapolitan (/user/Neapolitan) kovie

Jan 29 · 09:50:49 AM (/comments/1626871/65318345#comment_65318345)

9 Recommend

Wake up and smell the approach of the goosestepping jackboots...





(/user/plan9pub)

[new]


plan9pub (/user/plan9pub) kovie

Jan 29 · 10:03:11 AM (/comments/1626871/65318504#comment_65318504)

3 Recommend

He’s already doing that. CBP already ignoring judicial orders. 





(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) plan9pub

Jan 29 · 10:06:27 AM (/comments/1626871/65318545#comment_65318545)

4 Recommend

Yes, but that is not the same thing as what Conway is doing here. She can claim
that the constitution gives the president the power to shoot random citizens on
fifth ave and invade Belgium on a whim, but that by itself isn’t unconstitutional or
a challenge to it. Her job is to politically and ideologically defend Trump, but she’s
not in a position to actually defy a judge in this matter. By putting the focus on
her and not CBP, DHS or the president, we err.





(/user/plan9pub)

[new]


plan9pub (/user/plan9pub) kovie

Jan 29 · 10:54:43 AM (/comments/1626871/65319269#comment_65319269)

0 Recommend

Again, what enforcement mechanism will be used? The pretext for
delegitimization has been created, next comes the actual ignoring of the
judges, which is happening now. How does the court enforce its orders?
If the U.S. Marshalls obey, they will be met by armed DHS with orders to
enforce Comrade Trump’s edicts. 

Shooting ensues. 





(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) plan9pub

Jan 29 · 11:41:15 AM (/comments/1626871/65319986#comment_65319986)

2 Recommend

A valid but separate issue. And since you asked, it may well
come to marshals armed with writs and guns ordering these
agents to comply or be taken into custody, but before that
happens, there are other steps that can be taken, like Dems
and even some Repubs taking vocal public stands to try to
force Trump to stand down, and mass protests. Only if that
fails should judges considering taking more serious steps such
as this. You don’t want to escalate prematurely. This is a
process, not a binary showdown. And they WANT this to
happen. We need to control the situation by being defiant AND
methodical and not take their bait.





(/user/BadBoyScientist)

[new]


BadBoyScientist (/user/Ba kovie

Jan 29 · 12:24:42 PM (/comments/1626871

/65320593#comment_65320593)

2 Recommend

Extremely well said.

They want to push this into a big showdown — with all
of its drama — where the nation loses no matter
which side wins.

We want to save as much of the country as we can.  

Our best move as regular voters is to pressure our
reps to stand up to this stuff.  If your rep is a ‘summer
soldier’ let them know what primaries are for.

... 



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) BadBoyScientist

Jan 29 · 12:31:08 PM (/comments/1626871

/65320700#comment_65320700)

1 Recommend

Any good cop knows that just because you
can take certain actions doesn’t mean that
you should, and that deescalation, not
escalation, is how to deal with crises, and you
only escalate when you’ve exhausted all
other means or just know that they’re
pointless—and even then, sometimes you try
them anyway, for political cover.





(/user/plan9pub)

[new]


plan9pub (/user/pla kovie

Jan 29 · 04:49:10 PM (/comments/1626871

/65324422#comment_65324422)

0 Recommend

Gosh, don’t see those options to “deescalate”
being used very often when dealing wit
non-whites.

... 



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) plan9pub

Jan 29 · 04:54:57 PM (/comments/1626871

/65324491#comment_65324491)

0 Recommend

Why I wrote “good” cop.





(/user/plan9pub)

[new]


plan9pub (/user/plan9pub) kovie

Jan 29 · 04:47:35 PM (/comments/1626871

/65324393#comment_65324393)

0 Recommend

Dems have done squat, so far except vote for Trump
appointees and make speeches. Until they JOIN the
people in the streets, their “support” and “actions” are
pretty meaningless.

And the very idea that any GOP member will side with
us would hysterically funny, if any of this was
remotely funny. So far, a few have talked a lot, but fell
in line when it came time to vote.





(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) plan9pub

Jan 29 · 05:02:38 PM (/comments/1626871

/65324614#comment_65324614)

Actually, you’re a bit behind the curve here. A
whole bunch of Dems stood with the
protesters today, including Schumer. And
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0 Recommend

McCain and Graham put out a release
criticizing the EO and prompting Trump to
issue a meltdown tweet, then back down on
parts of the EO. Now Dems are writing
legislation to address the NSC issue. It took a
bit longer than we wanted, but there is a
political pushback happening.



(/user/StrayCat)

[new]


StrayCat (/user/StrayCat) kovie

Jan 29 · 11:46:31 AM (/comments/1626871/65320064#comment_65320064)

2 Recommend

I understand your point, and it has merit.  But think of a white hous
employee making the statement she did.  From a historical perspective,
legitimacy is a political matter at least as much as a legal one





(/user/artebella)

[new]


artebella (/user/artebella) kovie

Jan 29 · 10:05:20 AM (/comments/1626871/65318528#comment_65318528)

4 Recommend

But that is exactly what’s happened. In Dallas the CBP defied the court order.





(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) artebella

Jan 29 · 10:15:25 AM (/comments/1626871/65318658#comment_65318658)

3 Recommend

But that’s not what Conway was referring to. These are two different if related
things. She was referring to the stay being about detentions that aren’t covered
by these EOs, which is actually true. That CBP was apparently ordered by DHS,
presumably under Trump’s direction or with his approval, to violate this stay is
another matter, that she was not referring to.

By continuing to misunderstand what’s going on here, we’re not doing ourselves
a favor. There are several things going on here.

One is the EOs, which we all agree are odious and unconstitutional, but which,
found by this judge to not be applicable to the detentions that were legally
challenged, resulted in these stays.

I.e. these EOs, constitutional or not, which the court has yet to rule on, don’t
apply to these detainees, so they’re free to go.

Second is any detentions that these EOs would apply to. They have yet to be
ruled upon or even stayed.

Third is the EOs themselves, to determine their constitutionality.

We’ve only seen the first step so far. Conway was referring to the second and
third.





(/user/Ignacio Magaloni)

[new]


Ignacio Magaloni (/user/Ignacio Maga kovie

Jan 29 · 11:18:14 AM (/comments/1626871/65319625#comment_65319625)

1 Recommend

Trip them up at the first step, if you know they want to head toward
fascism.  I think that is pretty clear: and propaganda based on “alternate
facts” and misdirection is the fuel for their political machine.

You are right to be more careful about squandering power through
tactical errors in a legal process: this crisis is a political blitz we must
stop in its tracks.

... 



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Ignacio Magaloni

Jan 29 · 11:33:43 AM (/comments/1626871/65319872#comment_65319872)

1 Recommend

That’s all I was saying, not that we shouldn’t fight them. Just do
it smartly, wheres they appear to be doing it stupidly (although
perhaps by design).





(/user/StrayCat)

[new]


StrayCat (/user/StrayCat) kovie

Jan 29 · 11:48:27 AM (/comments/1626871

/65320099#comment_65320099)

1 Recommend

By design.  Chaos is their friend.  Yes, we need to be
smart, low on emotional response, and deadly
serious.





(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) StrayCat

Jan 29 · 11:53:56 AM (/comments/1626871

/65320178#comment_65320178)

2 Recommend

Actually, high on emotion, low on letting it
cloud our thinking and impair our action.
Power comes from intelligently and bravely
containing and channeling strong emotion.





(/user/Swordnquil)

[new]


Swordnquil (/user/Swordnquil) Jan 29 · 09:40:47 AM (/comments/1626871/65318222#comment_65318222)

26 Recommend

It’s no different than the hint we got when Trump was set to go to court and said that the judge
was unfair and should recuse himself because he was “Mexican”.  That was the hint, this is the
reality.  He’s already got the House and Senate in his pocket.  Now he’s going after the judges. 
Once that’s done, we are screwed as a nation.  It scares the shit out of me.  For real.



(/user/praesepe)

[new]


praesepe (/user/praesepe) Jan 29 · 09:41:32 AM (/comments/1626871/65318230#comment_65318230)

8 Recommend

Based on his extensive experience with the WWE, ‘rump would probably like to morph the judicial
branch into a version of WWE referees.

www.cnn.com/… (http://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2015/07/09/donald-trump-wwe-wrestling-
being-moody-origwx-bw.cnn)



(/user/SARBill)

[new]


SARBill (/user/SARBill) praesepe

Jan 29 · 10:40:29 AM (/comments/1626871/65319023#comment_65319023)

1 Recommend

great analysis — “working the refs” theory.   Might be similar same to trying in court of
public opinion.





(/user/praesepe)

[new]


praesepe (/user/praesepe) SARBill

Jan 29 · 11:26:18 AM (/comments/1626871/65319764#comment_65319764)

3 Recommend

Yep, plus the fact that one of the WWE ref’s function is to provide a parody of the
“rules”, of p.c. and polite society.  While the ref looks the other way, or can’t see
what is right in front of him….though thousands in the audience can clearly see
the transgression, the “unfairness” of the villian character, the ref is
impotent….and it is up to the good-guy “hero figure” to prevail against the
unfairness even if it also means going outside of the “rules” to make sure that
good prevails over evil. 

And now, all the way to the White House and a planet near you with this shit.

Oh.  My.

Watch Donald Trump Take Down WWE's Vince MWatch Donald Trump Take Down WWE's Vince M......





(/user/Orcas George)

[new]


Orcas George (/user/Orcas George) Jan 29 · 09:44:25 AM (/comments/1626871/65318255#comment_65318255)

20 Recommend

“Prospective” my fanny.  Which is why it was announced on a Friday to take effect immediately, so
innocent people can be handcuffed, searched, and jailed.



(/user/QuelleC)

[new]
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Jan 29 · 10:27:38 AM (/comments/1626871/65318836#comment_65318836)

13 Recommend

Also to deflect from yesterday's phone calls.



(/user/1stRepublic14thStar)

[new]


1stRepublic14thStar (/user/1stRepublic14thStar)

Jan 29 · 09:55:39 AM (/comments/1626871/65318420#comment_65318420)

11 Recommend

Hey, Trump could claim he wasn’t being treated fairly by a “Mexican” judge.  Of course he’s going to
find a reason to undermine any judge who doesn’t agree with him.

I wrote last night that when this stay was issued, it wouldn’t matter to Trump.  Trump doesn’t listen
to anyone but Trump.  And maybe Putin.  So he’s certainly not going to listen to a judge.

www.facebook.com/... (https://www.facebook.com/1strepublic14thstar/)



(/user/plan9pub)

[new]


plan9pub (/user/plan9pub) Jan 29 · 09:58:37 AM (/comments/1626871/65318445#comment_65318445)

8 Recommend

They will ignore the courts, then what?  Enforcement of court orders fall to federal law
enforcement, now a wholly-owned subsidiary of Trump-PutinCo.  Impeachment must come from
the Trump loyalists in the House, so not happening.

Face it folks, it's over.

Well, the coup part is. Tthe arrests, gulags, and executions are just starting. And remember, we
gave him the nuclear launch codes, so we will get a front row seat at World War III.



(/user/Mogolori)

[new]


Mogolori (/user/Mogolori) plan9pub

Jan 29 · 10:10:00 AM (/comments/1626871/65318592#comment_65318592)

8 Recommend

Screw defeatism.





(/user/plan9pub)

[new]


plan9pub (/user/plan9pub) Mogolori

Jan 29 · 11:04:06 AM (/comments/1626871/65319398#comment_65319398)

4 Recommend

Those of us who have been warning, fighting and even begging for action on this
since the Democrats almost unanimously signed on to The Patriot Act in 2001
pointed to the inevitability of this day. We could have done something back then,
but everyone was too willing to pretend people like me were just crazy and could
ignored and ridiculed. 

Even at this late date our “leaders” (people like Elizabeth Warren, Cory Booker,
Sherrod Brown, etc) are voting for Trump’s little Eichmanns. 

When the avalanche has started, it is to late for the pebbles to vote. 





(/user/Mogolori)

[new]


Mogolori (/user/Mogolori) plan9pub

Jan 29 · 01:19:19 PM (/comments/1626871/65321299#comment_65321299)

1 Recommend

Then take a break and recharge.  That's allowed. A lot of the people in
the streets Saturday were children, or not even born, in 2001.  Don't
discourage people who want to fight for their country and constitution.





(/user/plan9pub)

[new]


plan9pub (/user/plan9pub) Mogolori

Jan 29 · 04:27:25 PM (/comments/1626871/65324050#comment_65324050)

0 Recommend

Certainly, be my guest. I will go out fighting, but it doesn’t
change the fact that it is over. A little late to the fight when the
war is pretty much over.  





(/user/Subterra)

[new]


Subterra (/user/Subterra) plan9pub

Jan 29 · 10:18:53 AM (/comments/1626871/65318707#comment_65318707)

11 Recommend

As a confirmed pessimist, I must say that you’re post is only one possible future.  I’m not
convinced Americans will idly watch as a gange of Russian asset kleptocrats steal their
nation.  





(/user/plan9pub)

[new]


plan9pub (/user/plan9pub) Subterra

Jan 29 · 11:05:26 AM (/comments/1626871/65319414#comment_65319414)

1 Recommend

True, but none of them end well.  The opportunity for this to end without
bloodshed passed long ago. 





(/user/Subterra)

[new]


Subterra (/user/Subterra) plan9pub

Jan 29 · 01:46:17 PM (/comments/1626871/65321700#comment_65321700)

0 Recommend

I mostly agree, though I’m not giving up yet on the possibiliy of
democrats working with a handful of patriotic republicans to contain
the Trump administration.  So far the dems have exhibited only
worthless cowardice but with enough protests, letters, phone calls, etc.,
that could possibly change.  

But in my darker moments my inner voice sounds exactly like your
earlier post.  Hope hangs on a thin thread.  





(/user/plan9pub)

[new]


plan9pub (/user/plan9pub) Subterra

Jan 29 · 04:22:18 PM (/comments/1626871/65323968#comment_65323968)

0 Recommend

I so want to be wrong. I really do. But every time I read that a
Dem like Elizabeth Warren has voted for one of Trump’s flying
monkeys, that hope dies.





(/user/white blitz)

[new]


white blitz (/user/white blitz) plan9pub

Jan 29 · 11:08:48 AM (/comments/1626871/65319466#comment_65319466)

0 Recommend

Oh, I think enough Republicans could be convinced that installing Trump as Fuhrer would
totally screw them over.





(/user/plan9pub)

[new]


plan9pub (/user/plan9pub) white blitz

Jan 29 · 11:32:50 AM (/comments/1626871/65319862#comment_65319862)

2 Recommend

Not when it means they get to stay in power. Besides, crossing the dictator
has dire consequences which is why despite protestations to the contrary,
Graham and McCain just caved and went along with the tyrant. 





(/user/BadBoyScientist)

[new]


BadBoyScientist (/user/BadBoyScientist) plan9pub

Jan 29 · 12:28:57 PM (/comments/1626871/65320666#comment_65320666)

1 Recommend

What about States, like California, which seek to defy the Federal
Government?

sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/… (http://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2017/01
/27/california-could-cut-off-feds-in-response-to-trump-threats/)





(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) BadBoyScientist

Jan 29 · 02:44:01 PM (/comments/1626871/65322473#comment_65322473)

1 Recommend

Interesting strategy.  Would look like “states’ rights” v. Feds.
Plus raises the issue of how states like CA pay for the R ones.





(/user/plan9pub)

[new]


plan9pub (/user/plan9pub) BadBoyScientist

Jan 29 · 04:31:17 PM (/comments/1626871/65324111#comment_65324111)

0 Recommend

They can defy, but what will happen when Trump/Bannon
/Putin order military units to invade sanctuary cities to “restore
order”? The threat has already been made against Chicago.
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(/user/Clio2)

[new]


Clio2 (/user/Clio2) Jan 29 · 10:02:35 AM (/comments/1626871/65318497#comment_65318497)

29 Recommend

This is government by edict.

Not even a normal executive order, the decree was wired-around the normal process of
government. Composed by political cronies, closely held, not vetted by government attorneys, not
shared in advance with officials responsible for administering it, and when when it was dumped on
them, their legal interpretation of the language was micro-controlled by White house operatives.
Moreover the edict is drastic, baseless, and provocative on several levels.

Taken together with intent to defy the whole system of checks and balances by ignoring court
orders, make no mistake: this is a test run for dictatorship.

All that is necessary for dictatorship to triumph now is for Congress to do nothing.

The would-be dictator must be removed.

All patriotic Republican and Democratic Congress members and their staffs must join together on
this or go down in history with the German legislature that granted dictatorial powers to Hitler in
1933. Or they may go down in history as having stood up and saved their country. We’ll see.



(/user/EastcoastChick)

[new]


EastcoastChick (/user/EastcoastChick) Clio2

Jan 29 · 10:20:29 AM (/comments/1626871/65318731#comment_65318731)

14 Recommend

 this is a test run for dictatorship.

Truth.





(/user/StrayCat)

[new]


StrayCat (/user/StrayCat) Clio2 Jan 29 · 11:53:50 AM (/comments/1626871/65320174#comment_65320174)

6 Recommend

Test run is right. Bannon wants to see how far he can get.  He will then assess the
mechanics of his advance and the attack again on another front.  If we do not recognize
the tactics and focus only on the subject of the attack, we will lose.





(/user/Rjw)

[new]


Rjw (/user/Rjw) Jan 29 · 10:05:06 AM (/comments/1626871/65318524#comment_65318524)

14 Recommend

She must have forgot about Bush's federal judge in Texas. They did this to President Obama on
EO'S and it was just fine according to the GOP. But now the shoe is on the other foot, just ignore
the judge



(/user/miklkit)

[new]


miklkit (/user/miklkit) Rjw Jan 29 · 10:58:19 AM (/comments/1626871/65319319#comment_65319319)

0 Recommend

Indeed.  They will find A BUSH APPOINTEE JUDGE to contradict this and continue on as
usual.





(/user/voicemail)

[new]


voicemail (/user/voicemail) miklkit

Jan 29 · 11:29:40 AM (/comments/1626871/65319815#comment_65319815)

1 Recommend

Hell, they will probably find a Reagan appointee judge.





(/user/squarewheel)

[new]


squarewheel (/user/squarewheel) Jan 29 · 10:07:09 AM (/comments/1626871/65318556#comment_65318556)

23 Recommend

What exactly did people think the blocking of Garland was ?

Precisely this.  And the democrats treated it like an inconvenience.

We’ve been getting all the warning signs the last 8 years, and meanwhile comity, work with, find
common ground, blah, blah, blah…



(/user/geekydee)

[new]


geekydee (/user/geekydee) squarewheel

Jan 29 · 10:11:47 AM (/comments/1626871/65318618#comment_65318618)

4 Recommend

Anything like ignoring cancer?  (recently had an acquaintance pass from cancer that
ignored warning signs :( )





(/user/m2d2usa)

[new]


m2d2usa (/user/m2d2usa) Jan 29 · 10:07:24 AM (/comments/1626871/65318558#comment_65318558)

12 Recommend

the diabolical architect behind this is Steve Bannon, the Neo Nazi White House Chief Strategist,
who wrote this Exec Order and used the cover of this Exec Order and the ensuing chaos to get
himself quietly appointed to the National Security Council yesterday, removing the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and the Director of National Intelligence to do so. This interview with him from The Daily
Beast last summer outlines his plans.

www.thedailybeast.com/... (http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/08/22/steve-bannon-
trump-s-top-guy-told-me-he-was-a-leninist.html)



(/user/dennisr)

[new]


dennisr (/user/dennisr) m2d2usa

Jan 29 · 10:40:52 AM (/comments/1626871/65319032#comment_65319032)

9 Recommend

Yes indeed. Bannon’s on the move. Seizing the moment. Knowing the opposition will flail
around, providing space for action. When you are working at the foundations of a
structure, it only takes a few deft moves to bring the whole thing down.





(/user/jogabr)

[new]


jogabr (/user/jogabr) dennisr

Jan 29 · 12:58:29 PM (/comments/1626871/65321038#comment_65321038)

0 Recommend

US democracy is stronger that Bannon trickery. He is getting his first taste of
what will be a barrage of curtailments. And ultimate failure and humiliation.
Please pass the popcorn! I never thought the Trump Presidency would be so
much fun!*

(*The Trump Bluster-ocracy is cracking. As long as the pressure is kept at a very
high level, Trump will mentally crumble along with his nightmare administration)





(/user/geekydee)

[new]


geekydee (/user/geekydee) Jan 29 · 10:09:18 AM (/comments/1626871/65318577#comment_65318577)

3 Recommend

how long before we see the volksgerichtshof (sp? - people’s court) here?



(/user/roadhouse0)

[new]


roadhouse0 (/user/roadhouse0) Jan 29 · 10:10:44 AM (/comments/1626871/65318603#comment_65318603)

14 Recommend

I believe it’s time to start the impeachment process of this president.



(/user/voicemail)

[new]


voicemail (/user/voicemail) roadhouse0

Jan 29 · 11:30:51 AM (/comments/1626871/65319834#comment_65319834)

0 Recommend

Of course. It starts with draft Articles. I’m sure they are being prepared.





(/user/EDebbs)

[new]


EDebbs (/user/EDebbs) voicemail

Jan 29 · 12:59:22 PM (/comments/1626871/65321044#comment_65321044)

2 Recommend

I’m sure they had impeachment articles written for HRC. I feel the Democrats
probably don’t have any for Trump yet. Instead they are busy having a civil and
high-minded, 2-month long DNC chair process. The very definition of fiddling
while Rome burns. 





(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) EDebbs

Jan 29 · 02:47:32 PM (/comments/1626871/65322513#comment_65322513)
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1 Recommend

W/ instruments out of tune because they’re tone deaf.



(/user/elgr)

[new]


elgr (/user/elgr) Jan 29 · 10:19:34 AM (/comments/1626871/65318718#comment_65318718)

4 Recommend

Dump and his klan are just spitting in the faces of our judicial system!



(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) elgr

Jan 29 · 11:20:07 AM (/comments/1626871/65319656#comment_65319656)

3 Recommend

More than that, they are simply not following the law...that’s the very definition of
“dictator” = no respect for law and order.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community
moderation system are explained in the Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more
at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).





(/user/rscottp)

[new]


rscottp (/user/rscottp) Jan 29 · 10:25:42 AM (/comments/1626871/65318805#comment_65318805)

4 Recommend

Fucking nazis!



(/user/Eric Nelson)

[new]


Eric Nelson (/user/Eric Nelson) Jan 29 · 10:31:58 AM (/comments/1626871/65318898#comment_65318898)

14 Recommend

Yes, undermining the judicial branch is exactly what Conway is up to, but she has deliberately
targeted those judges that were appointed by President Obama as her narrative:

"The judge in Brooklyn, the Obama appointee judge in Brooklyn's stay of order
really doesn't affect the executive order at all, because the executive order is
meant to be prospective," Conway said on "Fox News Sunday."

..the careful use of the word “prospective” — potential (https://www.bing.com
/search?q=define+potential) · possible (https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+possible) ·
probable (https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+probable) · likely (https://www.bing.com
/search?q=define+likely) · future (https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+future) · eventual
(https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+eventual) · -to-be (https://www.bing.com
/search?q=define+-to-be) · soon-to-be (https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+soon-to-be) · in the
making (https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+in+the+making) · intending (https://www.bing.com
/search?q=define+intending) · aspiring (https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+aspiring) ·
would-be (https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+would-be) · forthcoming (https://www.bing.com
/search?q=define+forthcoming) · approaching (https://www.bing.com
/search?q=define+approaching) · coming (https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+coming) ·
imminent (https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+imminent) — to pretend that Trump regime’s
executive orders are not dictates, as the republicans accused President Obama of being a dictator
who was “over-reaching” (and a word Conway knows their rabid base will over-look and be pleased
as they understand the truth behind the Trump/Bannon regime’s motives: a Muslim Ban — that
the racist & rabid Trump base got so hot & bothered about, and lust for)

..and it seems there is a deeper motivation also going on. It’s part of a cover their asses strategy.

  For years the republicans accused President Obama of being a tyrant with his executive orders.
Disparaging Obama’s authority to “prioritize” the deportation process. DACA & DAPA for instance.

  The GOP incessantly harangued the president on this prioritizing as unconstitutional and a
dictatorial abuse of executive power. Now Conway is trying to excuse Trump’s (plausibly
unconstitutional) executive orders by deflecting away from what Obama did: the good type of
prioritizing that President Obama did — protecting families & keeping families to gather, while
focusing on deporting those first that were guilty of crimes.

  The Trump regime promised to ban all Muslims, but their lawyers know that is blatantly
unconstitutional (religious test and for other reasons eg.) so they used prior rules that were sitting
on the shelf:  the list of countries that had special rules about immigration — so they could
appease their rabid base with a “Muslim ban” — while attempting not to violate the constitution.

  This strategy can’t happen unless Conway can begin to tell the lie that the judiciary chosen by
President Obama (D) is the only problem.

 It’s all despicable, bald face lying that Conway is up to. And yes this latest clump of lying
propaganda is damaging to the rule of law/judiciary.

  To me this is precisely haw a fascist outfit operates. Tainting the Federal judiciary by claiming to
the public that only republican “conservatives” should be judges — and the whole
problem according Conway’s propaganda.

  This:

A Fascist state cannot and will not accept its actions being fettered by the Courts

yep.

.

Thx Dartagnan



(/user/elliott)

[new]


elliott (/user/elliott) Jan 29 · 10:32:37 AM (/comments/1626871/65318904#comment_65318904)

9 Recommend

The Trump regime is unapologetically fascist. Few have done so much damage in so few days.



(/user/miklkit)

[new]


miklkit (/user/miklkit) Jan 29 · 10:32:56 AM (/comments/1626871/65318912#comment_65318912)

5 Recommend

The Russian puppets will push their illegal EOs.  The courts will uphold the law. 

Who will enforce the court orders?



(/user/TJoz)

[new]


TJoz (/user/TJoz) Jan 29 · 10:37:31 AM (/comments/1626871/65318988#comment_65318988)

6 Recommend

This (once again) exposes the FACT that the Crazed Right has only contempt for the Rule of Law.
Whether its treaties to which the US is a signatory (say, prohibiting torture), to the Constitutional
dictates (Senate “advice and consent” re:  Supreme Court nominees to the 14th Amendment’s
Equal Protection and Due Process clauses), to the Constitutional architecture of our government
and system.

They’ll destroy the United States, if left unchecked.

_



(/user/Simple Mind)

[new]


Simple Mind (/user/Simple Mind) Jan 29 · 10:37:58 AM (/comments/1626871/65318991#comment_65318991)

7 Recommend

Conway is fighting for her political life.  She’s obviously been out of the public eye and in the
doghouse since her incredibly flat-footed “alternative facts” debacle.  That was the dumbest turn of
phrase since Bill Clinton questioned the “meaning of “is””.  In order to get back into the graces of
the Popular Vote Loser, she has to fawn and compliment — “man of action” (to quote her Tweet”)
and become more Trump than Trump.  Conway’s role during the campaign was to be the face of
reasonableness on an unreasonable candidate.  Now she has no portfolio.  So we’ll likely see more
of this kind of petulant, insulting garbage coming from her.



(/user/CaliSista)

[new]


CaliSista (/user/CaliSista) Simple Mind

Jan 29 · 11:05:50 AM (/comments/1626871/65319421#comment_65319421)

2 Recommend

So we’ll likely see more of this kind of petulant, insulting garbage coming
from her.

She’s always been like this and “alternative facts” was deliberate.





(/user/ParksideDem)

[new]


ParksideDem (/user/ParksideDem) Simple Mind

Jan 29 · 11:24:27 AM (/comments/1626871/65319733#comment_65319733)
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No, she is not fighting for her political life. Trump LOVED “alternate facts”. What he loved
most about it was the attention and publicity it got.



(/user/VeloDramatic)

[new]


VeloDramatic (/user/VeloDramatic) Jan 29 · 10:37:59 AM (/comments/1626871/65318993#comment_65318993)

6 Recommend

and no doubt there are plenty of authoritarians and Trump supporters in the DHS and CBP who
are happy to defy the court if it means they can push this agenda forward



(/user/Amjobright12)

[new]


Amjobright12 (/user/Amjobright12) Jan 29 · 10:38:00 AM (/comments/1626871/65318994#comment_65318994)

6 Recommend

This is scary stuff people. Nationwide call to resist!!



(/user/ParksideDem)

[new]


ParksideDem (/user/ParksideDem) Jan 29 · 10:43:10 AM (/comments/1626871/65319062#comment_65319062)

3 Recommend

Does the CBP know Trump is not king? They obey the courts, not him.



(/user/catlover40)

[new]


catlover40 (/user/catlover40) ParksideDem

Jan 29 · 10:51:54 AM (/comments/1626871/65319221#comment_65319221)

2 Recommend

But couldn't their union be telling them to not obey the order? After all aren't they firmly
in Trump’s corner?





(/user/shmoonie)

[new]


shmoonie (/user/shmoonie) Jan 29 · 10:44:46 AM (/comments/1626871/65319093#comment_65319093)

4 Recommend

They didn’t complain when a Federal judge put on hold Obama’s executive order. Hypocrisy at its
worse from the repugs.



(/user/EarthquakeWeather)

[new]


EarthquakeWeather (/user/EarthquakeWeather)

Jan 29 · 10:49:06 AM (/comments/1626871/65319179#comment_65319179)

5 Recommend

And this week he chooses a SCOTUS candidate, after the GOP stole it from Obama. If there is
anything less from Democrats than absolute rejection of ANY nominee, these Dems need to be
primaried out of their seats. Full stop. I have had it with them issuing “serious concerns” in a sternly
worded f***ing letter, and then knocking off for the day. A lawless POTUS choosing his own lawless
judges, I don’t think so. 



(/user/BadBoyScientist)

[new]


BadBoyScientist (/user/BadBoyScientist) EarthquakeWeather

Jan 29 · 11:53:22 AM (/comments/1626871/65320167#comment_65320167)

7 Recommend

YES!   We need to maintain a list of “Collaborators” — Democrats who side with
Republicans.  Re-publish it every week adding names as needed.  (Vichy Democrats?)

Then when Primary season comes, we primary them!

One of the most important things we can do is never forget — Vichy Democrats rely on
that.  We must keep reminding their constituents of their betrayal.  





(/user/EDebbs)

[new]


EDebbs (/user/EDebbs) BadBoyScientist

Jan 29 · 12:58:06 PM (/comments/1626871/65321032#comment_65321032)

0 Recommend

I agree. Only Garland is acceptable. If Democrats vote for anyone else they
should be drummed out. No exceptions for anyone. 





(/user/CathyM)

[new]


CathyM (/user/CathyM) Jan 29 · 10:52:56 AM (/comments/1626871/65319239#comment_65319239)

6 Recommend

Yes, she’d have fit in well with Goebbels et al. There are at least 4 judgements so far — if Rump
tries to ignore them all, and the Dems don’t call for impeachment, I’m gonna be very disappointed.
But I’m trying to wait and see how it plays out.



(/user/cmeegan)

[new]


cmeegan (/user/cmeegan) Jan 29 · 11:01:17 AM (/comments/1626871/65319363#comment_65319363)

2 Recommend

What about “checks & balances?”



(/user/Xavior Breff)

[new]


Xavior Breff (/user/Xavior Breff) cmeegan

Jan 29 · 11:28:11 AM (/comments/1626871/65319792#comment_65319792)

4 Recommend

writing checks to legislators improves your balances.





(/user/timj)

[new]


timj (/user/timj) Jan 29 · 11:09:40 AM (/comments/1626871/65319478#comment_65319478)

9 Recommend

Trump has recently mentioned Andrew Jackson as an inspiration. Maybe he’s talking about the
whole common man thing. But I bet he’s thinking about Jackson’s nullification of the Supreme
Court: “John Marshall has made his decision, now let him enforce it.” You just know Steve Bannon
has a line like that ready, and can hardly wait to say it. And the nastier the results— hard to beat
the Trail of Tears, but they’ll give it a go— the better.



(/user/Ellid)

[new]


Ellid (/user/Ellid) Jan 29 · 11:11:01 AM (/comments/1626871/65319503#comment_65319503)

2 Recommend

She is truly one of the least attractive people currently in politics.



(/user/snapples)

[new]


snapples (/user/snapples) Jan 29 · 11:12:02 AM (/comments/1626871/65319517#comment_65319517)

4 Recommend

All hail the King…..our bloated, personality disordered King.  And…..while you’re at it, bow down &
genuflect to the Queen Kellyanne & her court of Reince, Paul, Mitch & sitting on the throne next to
the king…...the real Leader of the USA-----AKA The Real President Steve Bannon.

This is the court that matters now…..not the federal courts.  They will be delegitimized just like the
press.  Gotta say, the press has actually earned the blowback after their timid, despicable showing
during the campaign.  



(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) snapples Jan 29 · 02:52:33 PM (/comments/1626871/65322577#comment_65322577)

0 Recommend

He actually has called himself Oliver Cromwell.




(/user/IamHere)

[new]


IamHere (/user/IamHere) Jan 29 · 11:15:25 AM (/comments/1626871/65319572#comment_65319572)

So how do the Federal Courts assure that their legal decisions are executed?  The Federal
Marshals:
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The text of Section 27 of the Judiciary Act reads:

And be it further enacted, That a marshal shall be appointed in and
for each district for a term of four years, but shall be removable from
office at pleasure, whose duty it shall be to attend the district and
circuit courts when sitting therein, and also the Supreme Court in the
district in which that court shall sit.(b) And to execute throughout the
district, all lawful precepts directed to him, and issued under the
authority of the United States, and he shall have the power to
command all necessary assistance in the execution of his duty, and to
appoint as shall be occasion, one or more deputies ... *1
(https://www.usmarshals.gov/history/oldest.htm#*1)

Section 28 of the Judiciary Act authorizes the U.S. marshal or deputy marshal to
execute federal judicial writs and process. It also required sworn personnel and
continuity in office. Such language was designed to give the U.S. marshals a wide
latitude of powers and the authority to deputize. The direct connection to the
federal court system indicated the early need to execute lawful precepts
throughout the new nation. *2 (https://www.usmarshals.gov/history
/oldest.htm#*2)

from the US Marshal’s webpage:  www.usmarshals.gov/… (https://www.usmarshals.gov/history
/oldest.htm)

The first Congress gave thought to the need for the Judicial Branch to have a way to assure it’s
rulings were executed. 



(/user/einsteinidahosu)

[new]


einsteinidahosu (/user/einsteinidahosu) IamHere

Jan 29 · 12:00:39 PM (/comments/1626871/65320271#comment_65320271)

0 Recommend

Real Wyatt Earp stuff.





(/user/IamHere)

[new]


IamHere (/user/IamHere) einsteinidahosu

Jan 29 · 12:23:42 PM (/comments/1626871/65320575#comment_65320575)

0 Recommend

Not sure what your point is…...





(/user/greenbird)

[new]


greenbird (/user/greenbird) Jan 29 · 11:40:27 AM (/comments/1626871/65319972#comment_65319972)

8 Recommend

also these guys … we need ‘em:

Trump's state department purge sparks worries of 'know-nothing approach'
to foreign policy. (https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/jan/29/state-
department-purge-trump-foreign-policy)

The sudden dismissal of several senior officials has left a gaping hole at the heart
of US diplomacy: ‘The machinery is still there, but no one’s in the cockpit’.

Julian Borger (https://www.theguardian.com/profile/julianborger) in Washington

Sunday 29 January 2017 06.00 EST

Last modified on Sunday 29 January 2017 12.28 EST

Thomas Countryman was on his way to Rome for an international meeting on
nuclear weapons on Wednesday when he found out he had been summarily
removed from his position. The senior diplomat turned around and got on the first
flight back to Washington.
It was a sudden and unceremonious end to 35 years as a foreign service officer, the
last four months of it as the acting undersecretary for arms control and
international security. But Countryman was not alone. The Trump White House
carried out an abrupt purge of the state department’s senior leadership last week,
removing key officials from posts that are essential to the day-to-day running of
the department and US missions abroad ...

When Rex Tillerson arrives on ‘Mahogany Row’, he will find a line of empty offices along the wood-panelled

seventh floor of the state department, where its leadership works. Photograph: J Scott Applewhite/AP



(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) greenbird Jan 29 · 02:54:25 PM (/comments/1626871/65322598#comment_65322598)

0 Recommend

Thanks for all your work & these posts.  Always a good read.




(/user/Bobs Telecaster)

[new]


Bobs Telecaster (/user/Bobs Telecaster) Jan 29 · 11:43:31 AM (/comments/1626871/65320022#comment_65320022)

2 Recommend

Obama appointed…. and bipartisan Senate confirmed. 



(/user/wesmorgan1)

[new]


wesmorgan1 (/user/wesmorgan1) Bobs Telecaster

Jan 29 · 12:03:42 PM (/comments/1626871/65320301#comment_65320301)

4 Recommend

Yep — by a vote of 95-2.  LOTS of GOP support there...





(/user/kp24)

[new]


kp24 (/user/kp24) Jan 29 · 12:02:55 PM (/comments/1626871/65320294#comment_65320294)

5 Recommend

Doesn’t count because the decision was made in Brooklyn, which is where lots of Blacks and elites
live. Not the real America.



(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) kp24

Jan 29 · 01:19:28 PM (/comments/1626871/65321307#comment_65321307)

1 Recommend

Snark will take you far…

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community
moderation system are explained in the Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more
at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).





(/user/BadBoyScientist)

[new]


BadBoyScientist (/user/BadBoyScientist) Jan 29 · 12:10:53 PM (/comments/1626871/65320391#comment_65320391)

3 Recommend

As a Californian I wonder how this precedent will help us.   Our state is already looking into ways to
challenge Trump’s government.  One cool method is not passing tax money along to the Feds
sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/… (http://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2017/01/27/california-could-cut-off-

feds-in-response-to-trump-threats/)

I can imagine that there will be a lot of fights over the environment, too.

My anarchist friends already talk of tactics to ignore the Trump SCOTUS  and if Kellyanne paves the
way, maybe that is a good thing.   Once we are free to ignore court decisions — and it comes down
to which enforcing agencies are stronger in that locale (AKA ‘Might makes Right — here’) things will
change.   The GOP will see that it cannot compel an unwilling population.   

Could Trump declare martial law across the country?  Sure, but if States resisted and he pushed
matters it could spell doom for America.   The GOP has spent decades weakening the Federal
Government — with a foolish President, like Trump, it could be too weak to keep States in line.



(/user/m2d2usa)

[new]


m2d2usa (/user/m2d2usa) Jan 29 · 12:11:17 PM (/comments/1626871/65320395#comment_65320395)

3 Recommend

What KAC does in this statement is pure Gaslighting, a classic technique used by narcissists, cult
leaders and abusers to make the listener doubt the veracity of his own eyes and ears, or in this
case, the integrity of the judicial process. Remember she was handpicked by Bannon, a domestic
abuser himself,for this role because of her unique ability to create "alternative facts." If you thinkk
back on her statements, distortions and allegations about HRC during the election campaign, she's
always done this and has been given a free pass by the news media without any challenges up until
now.
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(/user/megisi)

[new]


megisi (/user/megisi) Jan 29 · 12:14:06 PM (/comments/1626871/65320439#comment_65320439)

3 Recommend

I suspect there’s some distraction action here, too … why provoke a constitutional crisis over a
separation of powers argument you’re sure to lose? Dancing away from Bannon’s sudden visibility
would be my guess, but it does pair nicely with the impending Supreme Court nomination, doesn’t
it?



(/user/Agathena)

[new]


Agathena (/user/Agathena) Jan 29 · 12:20:20 PM (/comments/1626871/65320529#comment_65320529)

2 Recommend

Wrong verb, it should be “effect” not “affect.” Effect when used as a verb denotes change
something, affect is used to denote influence something. The judges ruling changed something.

To Kellyanne: It’s better to use more precise language when you are lying.



(/user/wstockwin)

[new]


wstockwin (/user/wstockwin) Jan 29 · 12:35:20 PM (/comments/1626871/65320749#comment_65320749)

1 Recommend

Obama’s federal judge from Brooklyn needs to slap Conway’s ass in jail for contempt. 



(/user/charoseb)

[new]


charoseb (/user/charoseb) Jan 29 · 12:35:55 PM (/comments/1626871/65320756#comment_65320756)

2 Recommend

Reference Papa Doc (Francois Duvalier) former president of Haiti.



(/user/Miniaussiefan)

[new]


Miniaussiefan (/user/Miniaussiefan) Jan 29 · 12:37:29 PM (/comments/1626871/65320783#comment_65320783)

1 Recommend

How like her:

"The judge in Brooklyn, the Obama appointee judge….

No wonder Trump hired her. She’s perfect for her job.



(/user/jogabr)

[new]


jogabr (/user/jogabr) Jan 29 · 12:49:12 PM (/comments/1626871/65320931#comment_65320931)

0 Recommend

I seems that the Trumpster and his pal Darth Bader II are walking into an Impeachment trap. Go
ahead “super-genius” Bannon, coax your charge to be Bold(!)

The GOP is beginning its fracture, between the power-hungry and the patriotic.

BWA! HA! HA! HA!



(/user/Punditus Maximus)

[new]


Punditus Maximus (/user/Punditus Maximus) Jan 29 · 12:53:35 PM (/comments/1626871/65320980#comment_65320980)

0 Recommend

Given that SCOTUS is a branch of the GOP, I think it’s long past time we had this conversation.



(/user/irishusgirl)

[new]


irishusgirl (/user/irishusgirl) Jan 29 · 12:54:17 PM (/comments/1626871/65320990#comment_65320990)

2 Recommend

Think about this!!! Think about all the CRAP that has been coming from the White House since
Trump became the President.  The crap about Illegals voting, the immigration issue, the building
of the wall and who will pay for it.  All the lies about his inauguration and how many people
attended and watched!!! How one side the media is that they never tell the truth about him or his
family! All this is a plain and simple Bullshit smoke screen that is diverting attention from some
very serious issues which could absolutely cause him to no longer be the president of the United
States.  Those issues are 1.  His tax returns which he still has not released???  Why is that?  2.
His possible conflicts of interest within his businesses??  and 3.  A FULL AND THROUGH
INVESTIGATION INTO ALL HIS PAST AND PRESENT DEALINGS WITH RUSSIA!!!!   

SO why is it that just before his inauguration everyone was asking about these issues and now NO
ONE IS???? Doesn’t that strike anyone else as STRANGE????   Is that why he went and visited the
FBI and CIA and HomeLand Security Right after taking office????

I telling you now, where there's smoke there's fire, and nothing can cover the smell of rot
and death!!!!  

And I;m betting that is the smell coming from the White House these days!!!



(/user/Christy1947)

[new]


Christy1947 (/user/Christy1947) irishusgirl

Jan 29 · 02:04:35 PM (/comments/1626871/65321952#comment_65321952)

0 Recommend

One of the articles on HuffPost today points out that as to the National Security Council,
the DNI and the head of the Joint Chiefs are not just members of that council but they are
the two members statutorily provided to be on that Council, not dispensable at the will of
the sleazeball Bannon, who is stripping it of informed minds so he can bully people.





(/user/EDebbs)

[new]


EDebbs (/user/EDebbs) Jan 29 · 12:55:15 PM (/comments/1626871/65321000#comment_65321000)

2 Recommend

Destruction of the judiciary is another long-term Republican goal that  Ryan is hoping comes to
fruition through Trump. 



(/user/KAK1958)

[new]


KAK1958 (/user/KAK1958) Jan 29 · 12:59:35 PM (/comments/1626871/65321045#comment_65321045)

0 Recommend

But as I understand it she’s correct to the extent that the court’s action doesn't prevent the ban
from being implemented except for a limited subset of travelers.  A few of the tweets I read said
things like:

“Stay covers the airport detainees and those currently in transit. Doesn't change ban going
forward.”



(/user/cminus)

[new]


cminus (/user/cminus) KAK1958

Jan 29 · 01:31:03 PM (/comments/1626871/65321479#comment_65321479)

4 Recommend

Yes, but there are more suits coming Monday, I've read. And the Trumpistas are even
openly flouting this emergency order. They are incapable of backing down.





(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) cminus

Jan 29 · 03:00:02 PM (/comments/1626871/65322673#comment_65322673)

0 Recommend

It’s like one of those zip ties.  They only tighten.  And they been placed on
everything we hold dear. 





(/user/Christy1947)

[new]


Christy1947 (/user/Christy1947) KAK1958

Jan 29 · 02:05:03 PM (/comments/1626871/65321963#comment_65321963)

0 Recommend

Hearing to follow at a date specified in the order.





(/user/teabag)

[new]


teabag (/user/teabag) Jan 29 · 01:05:32 PM (/comments/1626871/65321111#comment_65321111)

0 Recommend

This is the time were Congress need to band together and stand their ground.  The Judicial
Systems have been overlooked, they been tricked/had and Congressman, Paul Ryan need to man
up!



(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) teabag

Jan 29 · 01:27:57 PM (/comments/1626871/65321428#comment_65321428)

That would be something. I’ll not hold my breath.
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Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community
moderation system are explained in the Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more
at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).



(/user/roots et al)

[new]


roots et al (/user/roots et al) Jan 29 · 01:12:22 PM (/comments/1626871/65321203#comment_65321203)
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The courts, media and the intelligence agencies — the enemies in Trump’s perspective. The only
things that can slow down his fascist dreams.



(/user/timehascometoday)

[new]


timehascometoday (/user/timehascometoday)

Jan 29 · 01:12:29 PM (/comments/1626871/65321207#comment_65321207)

2 Recommend

what kind of childhood issues does this woman have i wonder? why would she serve the
destruction of this country and possibly the entire planet?

be nice to have an intervention.

Malainaa. what is her story? does she watch the news? is she scared? of her husband?

is she a captive? why does she forsake us?

SFO YESterday. OUTRAGEOUS LOVE LIKE I HAVE NEVER EXPERIENCED. MADE ME PROUD OF MY FELLOW
CITIZENS. KEEP THIS UP!
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1 Recommend

Trump in his dreams want to build America where people live good and all world die arround and
beg for help as thirsty man for water and he push him do nothing, no one can’t enter, no one can’t
go out, no help for anyone. He don’t care for injustice in the world, he don’t care because future
generations will cook on planet without resources… He think only on self and after him world will
stop, he don't care. Everyone met such selfish people, he behave as America is one of ten
bussiness and if he fail in other will success. He forgot one thing battle for strong America are not
always on American soil. In Russia arrest people for such talking as Trump talk, someone to offer
Russian territory in media, no matter on political position he would be in jail. In America president
behave as Russian puppet and secretary of the state is honored by Russian President and KGB
Officer Putin and still Russian allies say No democracy in America, that’s terrible, that’s so bad that
lucid people want to pull own hair and Putin enjoy in such things. Same thing to happen in
Moscow... that’s impossible for Russia, all of them would commit mass suicide rather than allow
someone honored by CIA to be secretary of the state or minister or some political
figure… Impossible.  Worse of all is fact that people who glorify Putin out of Russia would scream
first on injustice under him, but if that happen to someone else, than it’s interesting to look.
Terrible. 
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Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community
moderation system are explained in the Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more
at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).
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I, for one, would like to congratulate Kellyanne Conway for her graceful bipartisanship in
acknowledging that Brinkema is an Obama appointee, and yet issued this order which totally does
not affect Trump’s ban. Imagine what a bad, activist, partisan judge might have done … </snark>

Can we then presume that the Trump admin will therefore not appeal the order?
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Step 1 in fascism and totalitarianism is ALWAYS to undermine the independent judiciary. See
Pakistan for a fairly recent example.
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“The Courts, particularly the Federal Courts, are going to be our last line of defense
against this regime, and in fact they are the last line of defense for the American
Republic.”

Until the Trump Admin & Senate appoint & confirm the hundreds of Federal Judge positions they
refused to confirm under Obama. They will flood the system with far right judges that will
overwhelm the current holders and create even more chaos.
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What’s next, Bannon telling the judges to keep their mouths shut?
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Kellyanne needs to be thrown out (preferably in jail) fr crimes against the Country!
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Well, she hasn’t committed any crime. She lies for sure, but the First Amendment allows
for that (until they rescind it that is). ;)

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community
moderation system are explained in the Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more
at the the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open
Thread (http://www.dailykos.com/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any
questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/03/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide).
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Conway is so full of it. The order is not prospective, because it was given in connection with the
very first group of travelers to whom it was applied, and there is nothing theoretical about what
was done to them. She also argues that one percent of travelers is a small number well worth the
security this supposedly provides although IIRC the number of Japanese people affected by the
internment camps was a very small percentage of the American population, and we know know
just how much all of us and our nation were adversely affected by that.

And it also turns out that even citizens who have heritage in those places and travel to them will
have to be interrogated either before they go or on their return, so nobody is safe. Green card
holders are not citizens and so their rights are more limited than that.

First they did it to the Communists, but . . . . .
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Actually there is one other “line of defense” against what appears to be an administration moving
toward totalitarianism, and that is the American people. If the Hungarians, Chinese, Egyptians, and
Syrians had enough courage to rise up against totalitarianism, so should we. If we, the people,
won’t defend our Constitution, who will?
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We have to have hope congress will do something to stop this Fascist movement. They need to
protect their butts for the 2018 elections. Democrats need to put out on a daily basis 24/7 Trump’s
violations of the law and constitution. 
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I think we’re fighting a forest fire with a water gun.. we need to use the same tactics as trump & co..
first, fear, we need to use real fear against fake fear; educate the uneducated to what is really
going on.. msm is afraid to step out of bounds. why isn’t the media, that reaches the politcally
unaware, saying for instance, this is what russia is,  how putin got to where he is, how he and his
oligarchs are kleptocrats etc..how they kill opponents and journalists etc.   so many of trump
supporters are just really uneducated to the dangers of what is going on. I don’t hear any msm
going there. raise the real fear to fight trumps fake fear,, make people choose. fear muslims or fear
trump.

how far does this go? do trump and bannon plan on ending democracy, the end to elections, start
to place their own people in the military,,, will they start to kill journalists? kill opponents and
judges?.. I no longer know how far this will go.
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Ordinarily I’d be saying just watch it all play out. Trump is an imbecile and #FakePOTUS; he’ll
implode. But I woke up this morning to President Bannon. WTF?
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Jeepers, the little shrew is dumb as dirt to boot.
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Thinks he’s CEO of the US, not a constitutional president. Miss Obama yet?
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My feeling is that Ryan and McConnell have been bought off by Trump with cash or some other
quid pro quo, or threatened with some personal negative consequence, else they would have
spoken out by now. I worry that some of our Dem leadership may also have been bought off in a
similar way. We have heard surprisingly little from them, when they should be leading the charge
and mobilizing a protest and issuing warnings to Trump. Remember Trump is a deal maker and
has little respect for political stature of anyone, so it is not as unthinkable for him as it may be for
others steeped in political culture. For Trump every one is someone to make a deal with and then
cheat if he can. Only those loyal (or beholden) to him surround him. That is not a coincidence.

I am most concerned about today’s development - Bannon’s getting on the NSC and Army chiefs
getting taken off. This situation seems no longer about ideology or issues, it is about a US
Government takeover by Trump and his cronies, some of whom we don’t even know so we can
assume the worst.

This man is capable of anything. He is proving to be nothing short of a Political Terrorist,
now busy planting bombs right in the nerve centers of our political system. And he knows he
may have limited time, that would explain the speed at which they are securing their
positions and not trying to build any alliances with anyone along the way.

So, we need to 

1) mobilize the independent Legislative voices and urge independence from others in the absence
of leadership against this unprecedented sequence of actions in his first week in Office. He can’t
possibly buy off or threaten all the Congress and Senate members. We need to tell them if they
haven’t realized it already that they have nothing to lose, the way things are going there won’t even
be a legislature or any elections any more in the US. Just alternative facts from the WH. We need
complete obstruction to slow him down if not stop completely. Take away the funding and shut
down the government if you have to.  The agencies are gagged anyway.

2) Not sure how the Judiciary can help here except give legal cover to the legislative branch and to
those in the executive branch that do not want to comply with orders flowing from the top.
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So the Popular Vote Loser’s sycophant wants to delegitimize Federal District Court Judge and
former federal prosecutor Donnelly?  This from the person who will go down in history as the idiot
who came up with the “alternative facts” phrase?  Conway is a distraction trying to keep herself
relevant.  We should be focused on the Republicans in Congress and forcing them to own the
Grand Cheeto and all he does.  
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It is pretty disingenuous (“frivolous” I believe is the legal term) that Conway makes a distinction
between prospective and detainment to deligitimize the judiciary, then uses the word detainment
twice in the next minute of conversation.  The White House is now run by frivolous trolls.
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1 Recommend

An Hispanic judge rules against him because he’s Hispanic; an Obama appointee rules against him
because he’s an Obama appointee, etc. And to think that the sorry bastard repukes blocked a
record number of judicial appointees leaving a record number of vacancies for this lying, insane,
corrupt orange asshole to fill.
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IT is comforting to think that when this is all over and the dust has settled, that Kelly Anne Conway,
should she manage to escape jail, will never be allowed in any other country on this planet after
what she and her NAZI overlords have pulled this last 48 hours. 

Unlike 1945, we have media and cameras and facial recognition software. There will be nowhere
her hate filled face can ever hide. 
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Sounds like overreaching his authority, to me.

I’m talking to you folks in Congress.
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“The Courts, particularly the Federal Courts, are going to be our last line of defense against this
regime, and in fact they are the last line of defense for the American Republic.”

Actually, no….the last line of defense is torches, pitchforks and guillotines.
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Smellyanne Conway: The Wicked Witch of the West Wing!!!
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Violating the sanctity of Judicial rule is the end of the rule of law at the federal level. The federal
government is now corrupted and has fallen. What's left are DHS collaborators of Trump's illegal,
illegitimate regime.

This immigration ban isn't a simple debate about federal powers or a little policy shift. Illegally
holding people against their will is kidnapping. The people held by DHS collaborators are
KIDNAPPED. And by not following the judicial orders, they have made that clear.

By not taking action with the force of police or state militia to rescue the people being held, they
allow Trump to win even if he backs down for now. He will have established that he can use DHS
collaborators for illegal actions. This has happened in every dictatorship and it cements his power
to use the apparatus of state outside the rule of law.

This is the Rubicon moment. It's come already at the end of one week. His policy- or maybe
Bannon's is that of Blitzkrieg. He is trying to use overwhelming, quick strikes to take over before
the confusion can clear and people recognize what he is doing. There will be many more actions of
a similar nature now that he has apparently won.

If we don't mobilize our States to fight back, it will be over in a matter of weeks or months. We
don't have much time. Protest against Trump is ineffective. It's time to put pressure directly on our
governors and local officials to stand up against this. History will tell who collaborated and who
fought on the side of freedom and our American ideals.
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Just makes me want to donate more money to the ACLU
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